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Abstract

Steam assisted gravity drainage (SAGD) method is the main oil extraction method in

Alberta that produces a huge volume of waste water. This thesis is focused on investi-

gating the viability of membrane processes, as emerging water treatment technologies,

for treatment of SAGD produced water. Three different types of membranes including

ultrafiltration (UF), nanofiltration (NF), and reverse osmosis (RO) were first used in a

cross-flow filtering process with the intent to remove silica, salt, and dissolved organic

matter (DOM) from warm lime softener (WLS) inlet water. All Experiments were

conducted at the same initial permeate flux and feed flow rate to rationalize fouling

behavior of membranes by their different hydrophilicity, zeta potential and roughness.

The result showed that membranes with higher hydrophilicity and more negatively

charged surfaces have lower tendency to fouling. Both RO and tight NF membranes

showed higher total dissolved solid (TDS) and total organic carbon (TOC) rejections

(<86%) in comparison with UF (<20% and <50% TDS and TOC rejections, respec-

tively). NF with loose membrane removed <70% of salt and DOM. Applied trans-

membrane pressures to obtain 20 GFD initial water flux for RO, tight NF, loose NF

and UF were 120, 80, 40 and 30 psig, respectively. Since in membrane processes the

applied pressure is directly related to energy consumption, NF with tight membranes

was found to be a promising candidate for treatment of WLS inlet water which re-

moved as high amount of salt and DOM as RO but consumed less energy than RO.

Hence, a tight NF membrane is suggested for further experimental investigations. In

the second part, the performance of a tight NF membrane (NF90) for inorganic con-

taminants polishing and DOM removal from a model SAGD boiler feed water (BFW)

was investigated thoroughly. A model BFW, prepared by diluting SAGD boiler blow-

down (BBD) water obtained from a SAGD plant in northern Alberta. Experiments

were conducted at a temperature of 50◦C and at pH values of 10.5 (the typical BFW

pH used in operating plants) and 8.5. Feed pH reduced to 8.5 to investigate the effect of
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pH reduction, and subsequently precipitation of silica and DOM and deposition on the

membrane surface on the flux decline. Decreasing the pH from raw water pH (10.5) to

8.5 decreased the water flux reasonably and increasing the pH back to 10.5 recovered

the water flux. It is proposed in this study that a pH pulsation technique can be used to

reduce the membrane fouling and recover the water flux. Throughout the study, fouled

membranes, feed produced water and permeate were characterized to characterize the

deposited materials on the membrane which were responsible for fouling. The pres-

ence of both organics (primarily carbon and oxygen) and inorganics (mainly silicon,

calcium and iron) in the fouling deposits was confirmed by surface characterization

techniques. Characterization of feed and permeate feed and permeate showed that the

organic matter that passed through the membrane was mainly hydrophilic compounds.

A suitably designed crossflow NF process is demonstrated be a superior alternative

technique to current SAGD produced water treatment methods, especially in terms of

producing higher quality water by consuming lower amount of chemicals and energy.

Keywords: Oil sands, SAGD, Membrane processes, Produced water treatment, Re-

verse osmosis, Nanofiltration, Ultrafiltration
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Preface

In this study cross-flow filtration of SAGD produced water was conducted by ap-

plying UF, NF, and RO membranes to remove salt, silica and DOM. The highlights

are (i) applying membrane processes for treatment of oil sands SAGD produced water

for the first time, (ii) providing principles of membrane fouling by SAGD produced

water, (iii) indicating outstanding role of pH as a pulsation technique to reduce mem-

brane fouling and recover the water flux, (iv) Characterizing organic and inorganic

materials primarily responsible for membrane fouling and performance decline, and

(v) suggesting practical process schemes for SAGD produced water treatment.

Chapter 2 is a submitted paper to the Desalination and Water Treatment journal,

and chapter 3 is a published paper in Separation and Purification Technology journal

(141, 2015, 339353, doi:10.1016/j.seppur.2014.12.011). I am co-author in both papers.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW

Water covers about 75% of our planet’s surface. Astronaut Edgar Mitchell illustrates

our planet by this Sentence: “Suddenly, from behind the rim of the moon, there

emerges a sparkling blue and white jewel, a light delicate sky-blue. It takes more

than a moment to fully realize this is Earth”. However there is an invisible problem in

this blue jewel: lots of the water on the planet is polluted [3] which is mainly caused

by disposed wastewater from various industries. Waste water is the water that is con-

taminated after usage and may also include surface water, storm water or ground water

carrying industrial, residential or commercial wastes. The current rate of population

increase, enhances demands on finite water resources which pushes the limits that our

environment can sustain [4]. Hence water management is becoming crucial consider-

ing environmental aspects and the risk of depletion of fresh water for common usages.

Another compelling reason to pay heed to water treatment is the strong relationship

between water and energy, known as water-energy nexus, which implies water need

for energy generation and energy need for water production or water treatment. Most

of energy based companies (mainly oil and gas) need water to have production and

survive. One of the most important industries which relies more than anything to wa-

ter resources to produce oil, called oil sands, are located in Alberta, Canada. The main
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focus in this study is to suggest a new technique for treatment of oil sands produced

water to decrease energy consumption, operational cost and environmental damage.

Alberta’s bitumen extraction is conducted either by open pit mining or in-situ ther-

mal assisted techniques, based on the depth of the reservoir [5]. Almost 80% of Al-

berta’s oil sands reservoirs exist at depths more than 200m which urges applying in-situ

thermal assisted techniques. Hence, the future of oil sands industry lies in in-situ ex-

tractions techniques. However, in-situ processes rely on water much more than open-

pit mining since in these processes steam plays a major role for bitumen extractions.

As a matter of fact, water consumption for extraction of oil sands will most likely be-

come a limiting factor for the growth of this industry. A water act came into effect

since 1999 in Alberta which boasted the efforts to reduce fresh water use. In addition

to the risk of depletion of surface water, there are concerns related to the environ-

mental consequences of water disposal and groundwater contamination during deep

well injection [6]. Under endless pressure to recycle as much water as possible, oil

sands companies are continuously modifying their current water treatment processes

and eagerly seeking novel technologies to avoid disadvantages of conventional tech-

niques [7]. The most well-known in-situ process is SAGD which is currently the most

widely practiced one for bitumen extraction from oil sands in Alberta, Canada due to

its lower cost and higher efficiency.

In SAGD process, as shown in Figure 1.1, hot steam is injected underground into

the horizontal wells that are drilled in oil sands reservoir to decrease the viscosity

of bitumen, and make it flow by gravity. Heated oil and cooled steam are collected

in production well that is drilled parallel to and beneath the steam well. Then the

mixture gets pumped out to the ground where in steam chambers, steam condensates

and bitumen flows down along the periphery of chambers and a mixture of bitumen,

clay, and water is produced. At the next step by using oil skimmers, the water is

deoiled. This water is treated by a train of WLS and ion exchange (IX) resins to
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remove silica and divalent ions and acquire a reasonable quality to be re-used in steam

generator.

A schematic view of a typical SAGD water treatment plant is shown in Figure 1.1.

In the conventional process, organic diluents are added to the Bitumen/water mixture

(produced fluid) to reduce the viscosity of bitumen. The diluted bitumen and the water

are first separated using a series of gravity and flotation vessels to remove the bitumen,

followed by gravity skim tanks and induced static flotation (ISF) to separate residual oil

from the produced water. Walnut shell filters are also used to bring the free oil content

in the produced water below 20 mg/L. The de-oiled produced water mixes with fresh

water and recycled BBD water to make the inlet stream for WLS. This stream called

WLS inlet water is at pH 9∼10 and its silica, TOC and total dissolved solid (TDS)

concentration is in the range of 50∼100, 300∼500 and 1500∼2000 mg/L, respectively.

Softening is a process primarily to remove calcium and magnesium hardness by

chemicals. However silica, alkalinity and other constituents are also removed during

softening. In warm lime softening lime (Ca(OH)2), soda ash (Na2CO3) and sodium

hydroxide are added to water to convert soluble calcium and magnesium hardness

to insoluble calcium carbonate and magnesium hydroxide by the following reactions

[8, 9]:

1. Removal of carbonate hardness by lime:

Ca(HCO3)2 + Ca(OH)2 ⇒ 2CaCO3 ↓ +2H2O (1.1)

Mg(HCO3)2 + Ca(OH)2 ⇒ CaCO3 ↓ +MgCO3 + 2H2O (1.2)

MgCO3 + Ca(OH)2 ⇒ CaCO3 ↓ +Mg(OH)2 ↓ (1.3)

Ca(HCO3)2 + 2NaOH + Ca2+ ⇒ 2CaCO3 ↓ +2H2O + 2Na+ (1.4)
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2. Removal of calcium non-carbonate hardness by soda ash:

CaS O4 + Na2CO3 ⇒ CaCO3 ↓ +Na2S O4 (1.5)

CaCl2 + Na2CO3 ⇒ CaCO3 ↓ +2NaCl (1.6)

3. Removal of magnesium non-carbonate hardness by lime and soda ash:

MgCl2 + Ca(OH)2 ⇒ Mg(OH)2 ↓ +CaCl2 (1.7)

CaCl2 + Na2CO3 ⇒ CaCO3 ↓ +2NaCl (1.8)

MgS O4 + Ca(OH)2 ⇒ Mg(OH)2 ↓ +CaS O4 (1.9)

CaS O4 + Na2CO3 ⇒ CaCO3 ↓ +Na2S O4 (1.10)

During lime softening silica content is reduced significantly. This is due to the attach-

ment of silica on the surface of the precipitated magnesium ions. At high pH values

calcium-magnesium silicates are formed and precipitated.

About 90% of silica is leached out by warm lime and a filter is used to remove the

residual sludge. In order to remove dissolved divalent ions like Ca2+ and Mg2+ a weak

acid cation exchange is applied.

The weak acid cation exchanger is used for dealkalization of water by using WAC

resins (e.g. carboxylic type acids) by the general formula of R-COOH. WAC resins

remove all the alkalinity in hydroxyl, sulfate, carbonates, and bicarbonates as well as

their relevant separate ions as follows [8, 10]:

1. Removal of carbonate hardness by WAC resin:

2RCOOH + Ca(HCO3)2 ⇒ (RCOO)2Ca + 2CO2 + 2H2O (1.11)
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2. Removal of divalent ions by WAC resin:

2RCOOH + M2+ ⇒ (RCOO)2Ca + 2H+ (1.12)

H+ + HCO3− ⇒ H2O + CO2 (1.13)

2H+ + CO2−
3 ⇒ H2O + CO2 (1.14)

3. Removal of calcium and lead sulfate by WAC resin

RCOOH + NaOH ⇒ RCOONa + H2O (1.15)

2RCOONa + CaS O4 ⇒ (RCOO)2Ca + Na2S O4 (1.16)

2RCOONa + PbS O4 ⇒ (RCOO)2Pb + Na2S O4 (1.17)

The treated water by these three stages is almost free of divalent ions and contains

small amount of silica (5∼10 mg/L). This water is called BFW and used as feed in

the steam generators. Since TDS of treated water is high, a special type of boilers

known as once through steam generators (OTSGs) is used. A portion of the BBD

is recycled back to the WLS and the rest is sent to disposal. Taking a closer look

to Figure 1.2, it is found that current industrial water treatment configuration can not

reduce the amount of DOM in WLS inlet water. TDS concentration even increased due

to applying resins in cation exchanger. The high levels of DOM in this water causes

numerous operational problems like fouling of pipelines and equipment and clogging

of injection wells [1, 11, 12]. High TDS of water results in more blow-down volumes

in OTSG and subsequently recycling more low quality water back to the process [1].

Hence, replacing the current scheme with a process which can separate almost all silica

and divalent ions and reject more than 90% of DOM and TDS will considerably reduce

the capital and operating costs due to the reduction of size and number of required
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evaporators [7].

1.2 Emerging technologies for SAGD produced water treatmen

The potential technologies for oilfield produced water treatment are classified into five

main groups [11, 13, 14]:

(i) Physical treatment such as adsorption, media filtration (sand, gravel, walnut

shell), evaporation, distillation, air floatation and hydrocyclones

(ii) Chemical treatment such as precipitation, chemical oxidation (by chlorine, hy-

drogen peroxide, ozone and permanganate) and electrochemical process

(iii) Biological treatment such as activated sludge, anaerobic reactors, aerated la-

goons and wetlands

(iv) Membrane filtration such as microfiltration (MF), UF, NF, RO and electrodial-

ysis (ED) using both polymeric (mainly cellulose acetate, CA, PA, and polysulfone,

PSf) and inorganic membranes (zeolite, ceramic and metal) Hybrid processes such as

membrane bioreactor (MBR), micellar enhanced UF (MEUF), coagulation/MF, acti-

vated carbon/membrane, activated carbon/oxidation and oxidation/flocculation/mem-

branes

Allen [5] accomplished a comprehensive study on the emerging technologies ap-

plied for oilfield produced water treatment. He introduced adsorption (by adsorbents

such as activated carbon, zeolites, clays, resins and synthetic polymers) [15–19], oxi-

dation (chemical, photocatalytic and sonochemical) [12, 19–28], biological treatment

[22, 29–37] and membrane processes [37–43] as the state-of-the-art technologies in

Canadas oil sands industry.

1.2.1 Adsorption

Adsorption process is used for removal of a broad range of pollutants in oilfield pro-

duced water, mainly DOM, oil and grease and heavy metals [5]. Low adsorption ca-
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pacity for most of adsorbents and the environmental issues and costs associated with

disposal, cleaning and regeneration of spent adsorbing media are the principle short-

comings of adsorption process [11].

1.2.2 Biological treatment

Biological treatment is a process which uses microbes to remove contaminants, par-

ticularly organic matter, microbes to remove organic material from waste water [44].

Since microorganisms are sensitive to the salinity of SAGD produced water and also

toxic chemical, applying this method to treat the produced water in oil industry is

challenging [5]. Although some methods like fixed growth and activated sludge are

suggested to partially solve the problem, still the performance is not good because

of the toxic environment of the water [45]. For oil sands produced water treatment,

biological treatment is most probably feasible for removing naphthenic acids and am-

monia [5].

Treatment wetlands can also be classified as biological treatment methods. In gen-

eral, there are two types of wetlands. The first type is surface flow designs. This

category of wetland is based on open flow of water through layers of sand, and special

kinds of plants like reed [5]. The second type is subsurface wetland in which water

flows through deeper layers of gravel, and roots of plants, where some biological and

microbiological reactions happen. In this process water can flow through the layers

either vertically or horizontally, and the needed area is smaller than the area needed

for surface flow category [46]. In treatment wetlands, pollutants are removed either

through physical processes like sedimentation, or chemical and biochemical processes

like microbial degradation and photo-oxidation. Fouling of wetlands is a problem that

should be considered, and pretreatment might be needed [5]. Cold weather also can

affect the performance of water treatment by wetland since the cold can slow down

the plants growth, decrease the activity rate of microorganisms, and cause in lack of
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oxygen that can disturb removing some kind of compounds [47]. Meanwhile, more

studies are needed to optimize the cost of constructing, and the size of wetlands since

they need a vast area [5].

1.2.3 Chemical oxidation

In this process pollutant materials get degraded through some radical or ionic reactions

by an oxidant molecule that can do both electron accepting and electron donating.

Chlorine (Cl2), ozone (O3), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2), and permanganate (MnO−4 ).

Produced radicals from ozonation or hydrogen peroxide are not usually enough to keep

the required level of degradation in wastewater that is a complex environment, and it

may be needed to add uv light, metal salt, electric current, ultrasound, or a combination

of them. There are two combinations of the above elements called sonochemical and

phtocatalytic that have had good performance [5].

In sonochemical oxidation, ultrasound is used to form and collapse some mi-

crobubbles in the wastewater. When microbubbles collapse, make some cavities. The

temperature, and the pressure of the collapsed cavities is so high, that can cause the

particles around it like organic molecules to break apart or degrade [48]. This method

is used as a pre-treatment method, and has its own limitations like consuming too

much energy, and difficulty of breaking big particles. It is also an expensive process

compared to other processes [5].

Photocatalytic oxidation, benefits from producing radicals by exiting the valence

electrons of a catalyst that usually is a semiconductor like titanium dioxide to oxidize

pollutants. The process does not work very effectively in the high concentration of

chloride. In addition the optimum pH for removing of TOC by this process is about

2 [49]. The other limitation of this process is that having dissolved salt in the water

decreases the rate of producing radicals. Also presence of radical scavengers decreases

the rate of reaction [5].
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1.2.4 Membrane filtration

Nowadays membranes are used in a vast number of applications, and the number of

Applications is still growing [50]. Oil industry has been fabricating and studying mem-

branes for last 20 years because of their capability to remove oil, solid particles and

other contaminants from water [5]. The advantages of applying membranes in com-

parison with other methods are their lower consumption of energy and operational

cost. [51–53].

1.2.4.1 Governing equations

The main part of any membrane process is the membrane, and it can be defined as a

barrier that is permeable to some components while it does not allow other components

to pass. Because of this ability of membrane, it can separate unwanted components

from the feed and purify it. Two parameters can determine how a membrane performs;

selectivity and permeate flow. Selectivity refers to the ability of membrane to reject

the undesired components, and pass the desired components. Selectivity also can be

expressed as ability of keeping the solute on the feed side, and is calculated by the

following equation:

R =
c f−cp

c f
(1.18)

Where cf and cp are concentration of solute in feed and permeate, respectively. The

maximum of R is 100% which means all the solute has remained on the feed side of

the membrane, and the minimum of R is 0 that means all the solute has passed through

the membrane to the permeate side. The other parameter of membranes’ performance

is flux of desired material (water) through the membrane.

Components move through membranes by a driving force that can be physical like

pressure or chemical like concentration. Usually transportation rate of components
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across any membrane is a linear function of driving force. Flux (J) can be written as a

function of driving fore by

J = −A
dX
dx

(1.19)

Where J is the flux, A is a coefficient called phenomenological coefficient, and

(dX/dx) is the driving force and can be defined as the slope of X’s diagram (X can be

pressure, temperature, or concentration) when the distance is increasing along x axis

perpendicular to the surface of the membrane. When J is mass flux, X is concentration,

A is defined as diffusion coefficient (D), and for J as the volume flux, X is pressure, A is

called the hydrodynamic permeability coefficient of the membrane (LP) and equation

1.19 turns into Darcy’s law. In pressure driven membrane operations, the pure water

flux through a membrane is directly proportional to the applied hydrostatic pressure as

follows:

J =
M P
ηRm

(1.20)

Where Rm is the hydrodynamic resistance of the membrane and 1/η Rm is the hy-

drodynamic impermeably coefficient over length (LP/dx). The hydrodynamic resis-

tance is a membrane constant and does not depend on the feed composition or the

applied pressure. It can be measured by conducting a pure water flux experiments

on the membranes. During the filtration of electrolyte solution using denser structure

membranes, electrolyte concentration profile develops on the membrane surface due

to the rejection of ions. Such boundary layer of higher concentration, called concen-

tration polarization (CP) layer, generates a diffusive back flow of ions toward the bulk

and develops a steady concentration profile at equilibrium. Hence, the driving force for

permeate flux at the equilibrium condition decreases and is defined by the difference

between the applied pressure (M P) and the trans-membrane osmotic pressure (TMOP,
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M π). Thus the permeate flux for salt rejecting membranes is described as:

J =
M P− M π
ηRm

(1.21)

As the solutes in the polarized layer are suspended in liquid state, it is considered

that there is no pressure drop across the polarized layer. The TMOP, is M π = πm − πp,

where πm and πp are osmotic pressure at membrane surface and permeate, respectively.

Equation 1.21 confirms that for salt rejecting membranes like tight NF and RO

the transmembrane pressure must overcome the TMOP to force water through a dense

membrane. Hence the applied pressure and subsequently energy consumption increase

as the density of a membrane increases.

When silica particle and organic matter (any fouling material) present in the feed,

they start depositing instantaneously on membrane surface, and their concentration

increases on the membrane surface. In this case the permeate flux is represented by

the following resistance-in-series model:

J =
M P− M π
η(Rm + Rc)

(1.22)

This equation is the modified Darcy’s equation. M πm in this equation is the en-

hanced TMOP because of fouling material, Rc is the total cake resistance including

the hydrodynamic resistance of the packed bed and electroviscous resistance due to

the presence of charged particles in electrolyte solution. This equation confirms that

presence of foulants in the feed water has another deteriorating effect on the water flux.

As the concentration of contaminants in feed water increases, denser and thicker cake

layer will form on the membrane which increases Rc in equation 1.5 and decreases the

flux. Meanwhile, presence of fouling material in the concentration polarization layer

was proven to increase the TMOP which itself decreases the flux again [54].
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1.2.4.2 Classification of membranes

Membranes can be categorized from different aspects. From the thickness aspect to

thin and thick, form the structure aspect to homogeneous and heterogeneous, from the

mechanism of material transfer to active and passive, from the type of membrane to

natural and synthetic, and so on. The clearest way to classify membranes is to distinct

membranes to biological and synthetic. Most of industrial membranes are synthesized

membranes which are classified to symmetric and asymmetric membranes from the

morphology aspects. The application of every membrane depends on its morphology

since it determines the mechanism of separation in the membrane. Symmetric mem-

branes have the same density across the thickness of the membrane, while asymmetric

membranes have a denser layer at the top which is called skin layer. This skin layer

improves both the selectivity and permeability of the membrane significantly. The top

layer is the most resistant layer against mass transfer.

Composite membrane is a type of asymmetric membrane that has two different

layers as top layer and support layer. In composite membranes, the type of top and

support polymeric materials might be different and can be optimized independently.

Most of the commercially available polymeric membranes applied for water treatment

are thin film composite membranes (TFC) and comprise three layers: (i) a polyester

support web (ii) a microporous polysulfone (PSf) or polyethersulfone (PES) inter layer

and (iii) an ultrathin aromatic polyamide (PA) active layer. As indicated in Figure 1.3,

the active layer is as thin as about 0.2 µm. The average roughness, hydrophilicity,

zeta potential and density or molecular weight cut-off (MWCO) of this active PA layer

governs the permeation properties of the membrane. The PA active layer is gener-

ally formed by interfacial in-situ polymerization of amines (e.g. m-phenylenediamine,

MPD) and acyl chlorides (e.g. trimesoyl chloride, TMC) on a microporous support.

Interfacial polymerization reaction can be controlled to synthesize thin film UF, NF

and RO membranes. It must be noted that, the choice of the monomeric units deter-
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mines the properties of the PAs. The commercially available PAs are produced by a

limited number of monomers such as MPD and TMC. PAs are classified into three

main categories of aliphatic, semiaromatic, and fully aromatic. Aromatic PAs, Figure

1.3, are considered to be high performance polymers due to their superior thermal and

mechanical properties, which makes them suitable for membrane fabrication. All com-

mercial TFC PA membranes applied in the present work has almost the same geometry

and chemical structure as shown in Figure 1.3.

1.2.4.3 Liquid-based pressure-driven membrane process

The most well known and widely practiced membrane processes are liquid-based

pressure-driven processes which are categorized as microfiltration (MF), UF, NF and

Ro based on the porosity of their applied membranes. The pore size of membrane in

these processes changes as follows:

MF > UF > NF > RO

The applied pressure (energy consumption) changes in exactly opposite trend, so

that RO is the most energy intensive and MF is the less energy intensive.

(i) Microfiltration

The average pore size of MF membrane varies from 0.05 to 10 µm , so this process

seems to be appropriate for separating particles from emulsions and suspensions. Os-

motic pressure in microfiltration process is negligible due to the large size of particles,

and the applied pressure is not higher than 2 bar. From the morphology aspects MF

membranes can be divided into symmetric membranes with 10-150 µm thickness and

asymmetric membranes with the skin layer thickness about 1 µm. The coefficient A

in equation 1.19 for MF is a function of pore radius, dynamic viscosity, and the shape

factor of pores. Ceramic MF membranes are also more common in this category due

to their thermal and chemical stability.

MF has been commercialized for separation of particles larger than 0.1 µm in liquid
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phase.

(ii) Ultrafiltration

The average pore size of a UF membrane is somewhere between 0.05 µm and 1

nm. Osmotic pressure in this process is very low that can be neglected. This process

can be used to separate colloids and macromolecules from aqueous solutions. Applied

pressure in UF process is between 1 to 10 bar, and the applied membranes are just

asymmetric. The thickness of skin layer is in the range of 0.1-1.0 µm, and separation

mechanism is molecular sieve. The hydrodynamic resistance of UF membranes is

higher than MF membranes, due to their dense asymmetric structure. Similar to MF,

the coefficient A in equation 1.19 depends on the structural and shape factors of the

membranes.

In addition to the main task of separation, UF membranes can be used as the sub-

layer NF and RO membranes.

(iii) Nanofiltration and reverse osmosis

NF and RO are used to separate solutes with low molecular weight such as glucose,

lactose, salt, and micropollutants from water. Unlike MF and UF, in NF and RO,

osmotic pressure is not negligible and can reach 1-25 bar. Like UF membranes, all the

membranes in these two classes are asymmetric with the separating layer thickness 0.1

- 1.0 µm. Separation mechanism in these methods is based on difference in solubility

and also diffusivity of the components in the membrane.

Since smaller solutes are getting separated by NF and RO than MF and UF, mem-

branes in these classes are denser and their hydrodynamic resistance is much higher.

Being more hydrodynamically resistant, NF and RO membranes need higher pressure

in comparison with UF to get the same flux. The applied pressure in NF and RO should

be able to compensate the high osmotic pressure. For NF and RO osmosis, A in equa-

tion 1.19 is called phenomenological coefficient, and is a function of solubility and the

diffusivity of components in membrane.
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The applied pressures for NF and RO are in the ranges of 10 - 20 bar and 20-100

bar respectively. Both of these ranges are obviously higher than the pressure range

applied in UF. While in MF and UF, pore size is the most significant parameter in

the separation properties of the membranes, in NF and RO membranes material of the

membrane and its chemical properties play the major role. It means that the affinity

of membranes’ material should be high for the solvent (for example hydrophilic when

the solvent is water) and low for the solute.

Although NF and RO membranes are similar from many aspects, the structural

network of NF is more open. As a result retention of monovalent salts like Cl− and

Na+ is lower for these membranes, however there is a high retention of divalent ions

like Ca2+ and CO2−
2 , microsolutes or micropollutants, and also other components with

low molecular weight like sugars and dyes. When high rejection of NaCl in highly

desired, RO overcomes NF, whereas divalent ions and microsolutes must be retained,

NF is preferred due to production of more product (high recovery) and less energy

consumption as compared to RO.

1.2.4.4 Memebrane characterization methods

Membranes can be utilized for various applications based on their properties includ-

ing hydrophilicity, MWCO, roughness, morphology or structure, and surface poten-

tial. For instance, for separation of DOM and salt from SAGD produced water more

hydrophilic, denser, smoother membranes with more negatively charged surface are

needed. Meanwhile, the membrane should be TFC membrane to increase both flux

and rejection at the same time.

SAGD produced water mainly contains negatively charged silica and DOM. Hence,

more negatively charged membranes are desired to increase the electrostatic repulsion

between membrane and SAGD water constituent. In addition, our previous studies [1]

revealed that DOM in SAGD water are hydrophobic matter. Hence in order to avoid
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hydrophobic interactions between membrane and organic matter, more hydrophilic

membranes are selected. Lowering the roughness of the membrane always decreases

the chance of valley blocking and cake formation on the membrane surface. In order to

have a higher quality water product, denser membranes tight NF and RO membranes

are needed. For measuring each of these characteristic, a standard characterization

instrument is used which are discussed in this section.

(i) Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

Scanning electron microscopy method is a convenient method to provide images

from structure of the membranes. The highest resolution that can be achieved is about

5 nm or 0.005 µm. In this method, the membrane is hit by a thin electron beam with

the kinetic energy of 1-25 KV. The electrons that hit the membrane are called primary

electrons, and have a high level of energy. The reflected electrons by the surface of the

membrane have lower level of energy than primary electrons and are called secondary

electrons. In reality the secondary electrons are not reflected by the membrane, but they

are electrons that have been released by the atoms of membrane’s surface, and build

the SEM image of the membrane. Usually depending on the membranes material and

the intensity of electron beam, the beam can leave a burning effect on the membrane.

To avoid the burning effect, samples are coated by a conductive material like gold,

chrome or graphite.

Scanning electron microscopy can provide very high quality images of cross sec-

tion and surface of the membrane. Employing this method, pore size distribution and

surface porosity can be studied. Surface SEM images of fouled membranes provides

valuable information about the morphology of deposited materials on the membrane

surface. When equipped with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) elemental

analysis of fouling materials becomes possible.

(ii) Atomic Force Microscopy(AFM)

Atomic force microscopy is a method to find the roughness of membrane. In this
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method surface scanning is prefromed by a probe that has a tip, which its diameter

is smaller than 10 Å and applies a constant force while scanning. While the tip is

scanning the surface, van der Waals-London interaction happens between the atoms at

the end of the tip and the atoms at the surface of the membrane. The created forces can

be detected by the probe. Scanning can be done on a line, or a profile of the surface,

and since the tip is so small, scanning can be performed by applying very small forces.

No pretreatment on the sample is needed for AFM scanning, and the scanning can be

performed in air. AFM method is capable to spot location of the pores, and can give

very useful information about the roughness of the scanned line on the sample.

(iii) Zeta potential measurement

Most of the solid surfaces have electrostatic charges, so they carry an electrical

potential at the surface. In cases the liquid contains a certain concentration of ions

like an electrolyte or an impure liquid, counterions of the solid surface that exist in

the liquid are attracted to the surface. As a result concentration of counterions near

the surface becomes higher, but it decreases by moving toward the bulk where it has

bulk concentration. This layer of counterions is called double layer. Right next to

the surface of the solid, a thin layer of ions exist that are attracted to the surface so

strongly that can not be detached. This layer is usually called stern layer, and its

thickness is about several angstroms. Measuring the electrical potential right at the

interface of solid-liquid is difficult, however electrical potential can be measured at the

shear plane (where velocity of the moving liquid on the surface is zero), and is called

streaming potential (ζ). Electrical potential at the interface of solid and liquid can be

approximated by streaming potential. [55].

Zeta potential is a very important property in membranes that can determine the

energy of interaction between components and the membrane, so it is very critical

in studying fouling behaviour of the membrane. Most of the commercially available

membranes are negatively charged over a wide range of pH (the iso electric, IEP, for
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most of them is higher than 4). The surface charge of these membranes is inherited

from their functional groups. Commercial membranes are PAs which contain car-

boxylic (R-COO−) and amine (R-NH3+) ionizable functional groups. These groups

are responsible for development of surface charge [50,56–58]. The equilibrium disso-

ciation reactions of these groups are as follows [56]:

R −COOH � R −COO− + H+ (1.23)

R − NH+
3 � R − NH2 + H+ (1.24)

According to these reactions, the surface charge is dependent on degree of ioniza-

tion, and obviously the pH of the solution [56]. At high pH values, H+ in reaction 1.23

reacts with OH- and reaction progress to right. Higher R-COO− on the surface makes

the membrane negatively charged. In contrast, at low pH values reaction 1.24 moves

backward and the resulting membrane becomes positively charged. Hence, in order to

have more negatively charged membranes, it is recommended to operate at higher pH

values.

(vi) Contact angle measurement

Contact angle is a measurable property of a surface that shows hydrophobicity or

hyrophilicity . Contact angle can be measured by dropping a liquid (usually water for

measuring the hydrophilicity) on the surface. The droplet makes an angle with the

surface at the edge of drop where three phases of liquid (water), solid (the surface),

and gas (usually air) meet. Depending on the interfacial tension between the surface

and water drop, the angle can vary. Bigger contact angles mean that the surface is

more hydrophobic and smaller contact angles represent a more hydrophilic surface.

Hydrophilic material have low interfacial tension with water, while the interfacial ten-

sion of hydrophobic material is high [59]. For water treatment applications when water

must pass through the membrane, as in the present work, more hydrophilic membranes
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(smaller contact angles) are desired.

1.3 Membranes for oil sands produced water treatment: Literature survey

Membrane processes have been broadly used for treatment of industrial produced wa-

ter due to their advantages over traditional processes primarily lower operating costs

and energy consumption. Most of earlier studies were focused on the use of looser

membranes, MF and UF, oily wastewater treatment [60–69]. For removal of mono-

valent and divalent ions, silica and organic matter from produced water, as in the cur-

rent study, tighter NF and RO membranes must be used. Although, NF and RO are

widely applied in wastewater treatment, there are a few records in literature for their

application in treatment of oilfield produced water. This is probably due to the high

susceptibility of membranes to fouling by high TDS and TOC oilfield produced wa-

ter. Meanwhile, oilfield produced waters are mostly at high temperature and pH and

cannot be directly subjected to membranes. In some applications, these streams must

be cooled or pH tuned solely to accommodate a membrane separation process, after

which the processed fluid will be readjusted back to initial condition [67–69]. This

temperature and pH adjustment causes waste of a considerable amount of energy and

chemicals which is obviously tried to be avoided by industries. Applying hydrophilic

membranes with outstanding antifouling properties, at their operating threshold with

respect to pH and temperature, will certainly facilitate practice of membrane processes

in the oilfield produced water treatment. According to our research in peer reviewed

journals the following results are obtained:

1. Oil sands produced water treatment by NF and RO was already studied [38, 39,

43]. Peng et al. [39] and Kim et al. [38] worked on oil sands process affected water

(OSPW) associated with the surface mining and extraction of bitumen. Many of earlier

studies conclude that the DOM in mining OSPW consists primarily of naphthenic acid-

like compounds [19, 70–72]. Mehrotra and Banerjee [43] applied RO for treatment of
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produced water generated by an in situ oil sands process called steam flooding. The na-

ture of in situ processes DOM is hypothesized to be different from the mining OSPW.

Guha Thakurta et al. [64] demonstrated that DOM in SAGD produced water are more

representative of humic acids than naphthenic acids. Every DOM has specific physic-

ochemical properties, such as charge and molecular conformation, which controls the

rate of fouling and subsequently performance of membrane process [73]. Meanwhile,

the interaction of DOM functional groups with solution chemistry, e.g. monovalent

and divalent concentrations, pH and presence of silica, induces different effects on

properties of DOM macromolecules and thus the structure and hydraulic resistance

of fouling layer [74–77]. Hence, performance of membrane processes changes vastly

based on the type and concentration of organic matter and produced water chemistry.

2. Based on our search in literature, membrane processes have not been tested for

SAGD produced water treatment.

3. pH is proven to be one of the most influential factors on DOM fouling through

changing their surface charge [78–80]. Effect of pH on performance of NF and RO

in oilfield produced water treatment was investigated by researchers [43, 67, 68, 81].

Dyke Bartels [67] showed that, DOM rejection increased by increasing pH up to a

critical value, then remained constant. The amount of this critical value was different

for different water sources. Mehrotra and Banerjee [43] observed exactly opposite

behavior. When they adjusted produced water pH from 7-8 to 4, its colour turned deep

black and the permeate TOC content decreased more than 90%. Mehrotra and Banerjee

[43] attributed this to the precipitation of inorganic carbonates and bicarbonates on

the membranes surface at lower pH and subsequently enhancing the permselective

properties of membranes. Tao et al. [68] increased their feed pH from 7.8-8.0 to 10.6-

11 to prevent oil precipitation on the membrane surface by reaching to beyond its

solubility limit. Doran et al. [81] suggested an approach for increasing the boron

removal by increasing the pH of the RO feed water to ionize the boron. Effect of
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pH on TDS removal was not accounted in earlier studies

4. The only inorganic membrane used for desalination of oilfield produced water

treatment was bentonite clay NF membrane. Liangxiong et al. [82] suggested the tested

clay membrane was not suitable for purification of high TDS waters with just 10-35%

rejection for Ca2+ and Mg2+ and 6-26% rejection for Na.

5. In most studies NF and RO resulted in similar TOC and TDS rejections [68, 81,

83, 84], however, Dyke and Bartels [67] and Mondal et al. [85] reported higher TOC

rejection and Mehrotra and Banerjee [43] and Xu et al. [86] observed higher TDS

rejection.

6. Nanofiltration (NF) and RO of oilfield produced water was already tested at

higher temperature near to the operating threshold of applied polymeric membranes

[67, 68, 81].

7. Indispensable role of silica in coupled silica-organic fouling, particularly by

changing pH, was not taken into account.

1.4 Thesis Objectives

The main objectives of this thesis are

• To investigate the capability of commercial UF, NF, and RO membranes to re-

move salt and DOM from SAGD produced water, and choose the best membrane

according to their performance (water quality and energy consumption).

• To test the performance of the selected membrane for salt and DOM removing

and polishing calcium, magnesium, and silicon from SAGD BFW, and character-

izing product water and fouled membrane to find the major responsible material

for fouling.

• Outstanding role of feed pH on reduction of fouling and recovery of water flux.
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In this work, effects of pore size, roughness, zeta potential, and hydrophilicity of

the membranes on TDS and TOC rejection, and flux decline is studied by setting the

same feed flow rate and initial permeate flux for all the membranes.

1.5 Organization of the thesis

In chapter 1 (Introduction) a general overview of in-situ oil extraction methods and

conventional produced waste water treatment methods are given. Then emerging wa-

ter treatment methods are discussed, and a summary of pressure-driven liquid-based

membrane processes along with their governing equations is provided. After that com-

mon characterization methods in membrane field are introduced. At the end, a litera-

ture review on previous works on oil field produced water treatment and the objective

of this study is presented.

In chapter 2, three different kinds of commercial membranes including one UF

membrane (thin film UF from GE) and three NF membranes (NF270 and NF90 from

Filmtec and ESNA from Hydranautics), two RO membranes (BW30 from Filmtec and

ESPA from Hydranautics) are used to treat WLS inlet water through cross-flow filtra-

tion. NF270, ESNA and ESPA membranes were tested at the pH of raw feed, while UF,

NF90 and BW30 were tested at dynamic pH (9-7-10) to investigate the effect of pH on

their performance. It was shown that NF90 had a rejection of salt and DOM as high as

RO by consuming less energy. Tests under dynamic pH showed the determinant role

of pH in flux recovery and fouling reduction. The dominant mechanism of fouling was

studied by characterizing fouled membranes, feed and permeates. According to the

results NF90 showed a better performance (high water quality and reasonable energy

efficiency) and is recommended for further study.

In chapter 3, due to better performance of NF90, further tests were conducted on

it to study the performance of the membrane at different pH and the effect of dynamic

pH at flux recovery and selectivity of the membrane. Although at both NF90 showed
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the same rejection of TOC, silica and divalent cations, TDS rejection was higher at pH

8.5. On the other side decreasing pH left a negative effect on permeation flux. Surface

characterization of membranes was accomplished after the tests to study the nature

of deposited material on the membranes surface at different pH and the effect of pH

pulsation of flux recovery.

In the last chapter, a summary and the main outcome of the thesis are provided .

Some research works are also suggested as the continuation of this thesis to make the

outcomes more practical for oil sands industry.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the basic operating principle of a SAGD oper-
ation [2]
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Figure 1.2: Main steps in SAGD surface treatment operation, indicating the steps of
oil-water separation, and conventional de-oiled water treatment [2]
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Figure 1.3: PA TFC membrane, different layers and chemical structure of active layer
(taken form technical report of the Dow Chemical Company, Form No.609-02004-
504)
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Chapter 2

Treatment of an in situ oil sands produced water by

polymeric membranes

2.1 INTRODUCTION

SAGD is a thermally enhanced heavy oil recovery method which is widely practiced

for bitumen extraction from oil sands in Alberta, Canada. In this process, steam is

injected through a horizontal well into the bitumen-containing formation to decrease

the viscosity of the bitumen and effect its extraction. An emulsion of steam condensate

and heated bitumen flows down along the periphery of the steam chamber to the pro-

duction well which is located below the injection well. This emulsion is then pumped

to the surface where the bitumen and water are separated and the water is treated for

reuse as boiler feed water.

In a typical SAGD surface treatment plant, the produced emulsion is first sent

through a series of gravity separation vessels to remove the gases, and separate the

bitumen and water. The produced water is then deoiled utilizing oil skimmers, as well

as induced gas flotation devices. Finally, the water passes through an oil removal filter

to remove traces of free oil and grease from the water. In the conventional SAGD-

based in situ bitumen extraction surface treatment plant, the de-oiled produced water

mixes with make-up water and recycled BBD water to make the inlet stream for a
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WLS. This stream, called WLS inlet water, is at pH 9∼10 and its silica, TOC and TDS

concentration is in the range of 50∼100, 300∼500 and 1500∼2000 mg/L, respectively.

About 90% of silica is removed by warm lime softening and a filter is used to remove

the residual particles. In order to further remove dissolved divalent ions like Ca2+ and

Mg2+ a weak acid cation exchanger (IX) is applied. The treated water is used as feed in

the steam generators. The steam generators, known as OTSGs, can tolerate relatively

high amounts of TDS and TOC in the boiler feed. However, OTSGs typically produce

only a low quality steam (75-80%), resulting in a large volume of BBD. A portion of

the BBD is recycled back to the WLS and the rest is sent to disposal.

The economics of a SAGD process depends on the energy consumed for steam

generation as well as for produced water deoiling and treatment and blowdown dis-

posal [6]. BBD water management is becoming crucial to the in-situ oil sands industry

which is continuously seeking novel technologies and improved water management

strategies [7].

Current WLS-IX water treatment configuration cannot reduce the amount of DOM

in WLS inlet water and the boiler feed water. TDS concentration even increases in

the boiler feed due to applying resins in cation exchanger. The high levels of DOM

and TDS in the OTSG feed water cause numerous operational problems like fouling

of pipelines and equipment and clogging of injection wells [1, 87, 88]. To reduce

the injection water volume, evaporators are sometimes used as a downstream BBD

recovery process. Evaporators have also been used to desalinate produced water to

make high-quality boiler feed water, but energy use is high. High TDS and DOM of

boiler feed water results in more blowdown volumes and necessitates recycling more

low quality BBD water back to the process [1]. In light of the above, it may be of

interest to compare the WLS-IX scheme with an alternative membrane-based process

which can separate almost all silica and divalent ions and reject more than 90% of

DOM and TDS in a single step operation [7].
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Among emerging technologies applied for oilfield produced water treatment [5],

membrane separation processes have been found to be appropriate candidates due to

their distinct advantages over traditional processes mainly lower operating expenses

and lower energy consumption. Microfiltration and UF membranes were shown to be

ineffective for separation of silica, DOM and salt from produced water [51, 52, 89].

However, tighter UF membranes were reported to remove up to ∼60% of organic mat-

ter and silica depending on the characteristics of feed water constituents and oper-

ating condition (pH and ionic strength) and consume relatively low amounts of en-

ergy [51,90,91]. NF and RO are widely used for separation of organic matter, salt and

silica from water and wastewater. However, there are few records in the peer-reviewed

literature for their application in desalination and organic removal of oil sands pro-

duced water [38, 39, 43]. This is mainly due to their high susceptibility to fouling by

high TDS and TOC of such water.

Fouling is the principal obstacle in developing a sustainable and energy efficient

membrane process. It significantly reduces membrane performance and their lifetime

and subsequently increases operation and maintenance costs [92]. Peng et al. [39] and

Kim et al. [38] studied membrane fouling by OSPW associated with the surface extrac-

tion of bitumen which primarily contains naphthenic acid-like DOM [19,23,34,70,72].

Kawaguchi et al. [93] showed that naphthenic acids also predominated in all SAGD

process water samples (>74% of the organic acids) while traces of fatty acids (orig-

inated from the groundwater, used as makeup water and became concentrated in the

water treatment process) were also found. They indicated that the fingerprints of the

DOM of the water samples from the SAGD operation varied as the process water

treatment progressed. Petersen and Grade [94] divided organic species in the SAGD

produced water samples into three primary groups: saturated aliphatics (n-alkane and

cycloalkane), aromatics (benzenes and polyaromatic rings), and polar compounds (al-

cohols, ketones, phenols, etc.) , all indicative of presence of naphthenic acids as the
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main DOM in SAGD produced water. However, Guha Thakurta et al. [1] demon-

strated that DOM in SAGD produced water are significantly different form OSPW

DOM and more representative of humic acids than naphthenic acids. It must be noted

that every DOM has specific charge and molecular conformation which controls the

rate of fouling and subsequently performance of membrane process [95]. Also, the

interaction of DOM functional groups with ions and silica at various pH induces dif-

ferent properties on DOM and thus the structure and hydraulic resistance of fouling

layer [75, 77, 92, 96–99]. Hence, performance of membrane processes changes vastly

based on the type and concentration of DOM and water chemistry. Based on our search

in literature, membranes have not been tested for SAGD produced water treatment.

The aim of this study is to investigate the performance of commercial UF, NF and

RO membranes for desalination and DOM removal from industrial SAGD produced

water. Effects of hydrophilicity, zeta potential, roughness and pore size of membranes

on flux decline and TOC and TDS rejection were investigated by doing experiments at

the same initial permeate flux and feed flow rate. It was found that more hydrophilic

and negatively charged membranes with the lower average roughness were less prone

to fouling, regardless of membrane pore size. RO membranes and denser NF mem-

branes removed more than 86% of TOC and TDS. For these membranes TDS rejection

remained constant or enhanced slightly as fouling progressed while TOC rejection in-

creased over time due to the pore and valley blocking by DOM and silica. Loose NF

membrane rejected more than 70% of TOC and TDS which makes their application

reasonable if very high quality water is not demanded. The UF membrane removed

less than 50% of salt, silica and DOM. This makes UF impractical as a single step

technique for WLS inlet water treatment.

pH is proven to be the most influential factor on DOM fouling through changing

both DOM and membrane surface charge [67,68,79–81,99–101]. In the present work,

decreasing feed pH from 9 to 7 increased TDS rejection for salt rejecting NF and RO
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membranes but decreased that for UF membrane. TOC rejection slightly decreased

for NF and RO by decreasing pH while it increased for UF membrane. Generally,

effect of pH alteration on flux and rejection was found to be more influential for denser

membranes with high salt rejecting properties. Impulsive change of pH is suggested

as an important mitigation technique to reduce the membrane fouling and recover the

water flux. FEEMs results showed that the majority of the DOM that remained in the

RO and tight NF permeates were hydrophilic matter. For loose NF and UF membranes,

all types of DOM found in the feed were also found in the permeate. EDX analysis

of the fouled membranes indicated presence of silica, iron and calcium in the foulant

material. Membrane process was realized to be a superior alternative technique to

current SAGD produced water treatment methods, especially in terms of producing

higher quality water by consuming less chemicals and energy.

2.2 Material and methods

2.2.1 Feed water

SAGD WLS inlet water is provided as feed water from a SAGD water treatment plant

located in the Athabasca oil sands region of Alberta, Canada. Samples were collected

in sealed containers and kept in a nitrogen blanket until they were opened for treatment.

pH, conductivity and TOC of samples were first measured (Table2.1).

Concentration of the dissolved silica and other inorganic ions, as presented in Ta-

ble2.1, are measured by ICP-OES. Chloride concentration was measured by automated

colourimetry using SSMA 4500 CL-E method. TDS was measured through SM 2540-

C protocol. The data presented in Table2.1 indicates that WLS inlet water contains

high concentration of DOM, TDS, and dissolved silica.
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Table 2.1: Properties of WLS inlet water
Elements Units Feed water
pH − 9
Conductivity µS/cm 1680
TDS mg/L 1200
TOC mg/L 420
Disolved Silicon(Si) mg/L 89
Sodium (Na+) mg/L 350
Cloride (Cl−) mg/L 170
Calcium (Ca2+) mg/L 1.9
Magnesium (Mg2+) mg/L 0.59
Iron (total Fe) mg/L 0.39
Boron (B) mg/L 19

2.2.2 Membranes

Membrane filtration experiments were conducted using six types of polymeric mem-

brane, (i) Three NF membranes (NF270 and NF90 from Filmtec and ESNA from Hy-

dranautics), two RO membranes (BW30 from Filmtec and ESPA from Hydranautics)

and one UF membrane (thin film UF from GE). All these membranes are thin film

composite membranes consist of three layers: a thin film as an active layer, an in-

termediate microporous layer and a mesoporous polyester fabric support [85]. The

very thin PA active layer determines the membrane separation properties and fouling

behavior of DOM and inorganic materials.

The properties of applied membranes are collected from manufacturers’ manual

and literature and listed in Table2.2 [77, 85, 95, 102–144].

[102–108]
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As can be seen, all membrane can withstand feed temperature and pH as high as

45 ◦C and 10, respectively. Main characteristics which govern permeation properties of

membranes are membrane MWCO, surface charge and hydrophilicity and roughness.

MWCO is described as the molecular weight for which 90% of the solute, usually

polyethylene glycol (PEG) is retained by the membrane [146]. The higher the MWCO

the larger the pore size of membrane. Membranes having higher MWCO, e.g. UF in

Table 2.2, are more susceptible to fouling than denser membranes due to the higher

permeation drag.

By retaining a constant permeation drag for all membranes by conducting ex-

periments at constant initial permeation flux, fouling intensity can be compared to

other surface properties like surface charge, hydrophilicity and roughness. The surface

charge and hydrophilicity of a membrane are quantified by measuring the zeta potential

and contact angle. More negatively charged and hydrophilic membranes are proven to

be less prone to fouling by hydrophobic organic and negatively charged inorganic ma-

terials. Membrane surface roughness also plays a major role in fouling until the cake

layer grows enough to make the initial surface roughness less significant. Rougher

surfaces favor the entrapment of foulants in zones by the reverse flow due to the eddy

occurring behind the peaks. Clogging of valleys on the surface of salt rejecting NF and

RO membranes results in significant loss of permeate flux [147].

2.2.3 Cross flow membrane filtration setup

Schematic view of cross flow membrane filtration setup is shown in Figure 2.1 The

setup consists of a stainless steel feed tank, membrane cell, a constant flow diaphragm

pump of maximum capacity 6.8 LPM (1.8 GPM) from Hydra-Cell, a chiller/heater

(Isotemp 3013, Fisher Scientific) to keep the feed temperature at 50 ◦C, a bypass valve

and a back pressure regulator to control applied pressure and cross flow velocities

(Swagelok). A digital weighing balance (Mettler Toledo) was used to measure the per-
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meate flow rate and the data were directly collected into a computer using LabVIEW

(National Instruments) data acquisition software.

2.2.4 Experimental methodology

Six experiments were conducted to find the effect of pH and membrane properties on

water flux, TOC and TDS rejection and deposition of organic and inorganic matter on

the membrane surface (Table 2.3).

Table 2.3: Variation of pH with time in conducted experiments
Time

Membrane 1−2 3−4 5−6
UF-TF (GE) pH=9 pH=7 pH=10
NF90 (Filmtec) pH=9 pH=7 pH=10
BW30 (Filmtec) pH=9 pH=7 pH=10
NF270 (Filmtec) pH=9 pH=9 pH=9
ESPA (Hydranautics) pH=9 pH=9 pH=9
ESNA (Hydranautics) pH=9 pH=9 pH=9

Constant pH (raw WLS inlet water pH=9) experiments were conducted on NF270,

ESNA and ESPA and dynamic pH experiments (9-7-10) were carried out on UF-TF,

NF90 and BW30 membranes. Membrane samples were stored in de-ionized water for

24 hr in order to remove preservatives. Before each experiment, membrane compaction

was performed with de-ionized water at the pressure range of 800-1400 kPa, depending

on the type of membrane.

2.2.5 Characterization techniques

2.2.5.1 Fluorescence excitation emission matrix spectroscopy (FEEMs)

The fluorescence excitation-emission matrix spectroscopy (FEEM) detects fingerprint

of the soluble and insoluble organic matter. This detection was obtained over a wave-

length range of 200 to 500 nm with 5 and 10 nm intervals for excitation and emission
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wavelengths, respectively. The WLS inlet samples were diluted using DI water to a

TOC level of around 15 mg/L to avoid inner filtration (quenching) effects on fluores-

cence analysis. For all experiments fluorescence analysis was performed on feed and

permeate samples at pH 9.

2.2.5.2 Total organic carbon (TOC)

TOC detects the concentration of all organic carbon atoms covalently bonded in the

organic molecules of sample of water. It is a parameter for monitoring the amount of

DOM and evaluation the efficiency of treatment process. A typical analysis for TOC is

calculated based on total carbon (TC) and inorganic carbon (IC) measurements (TC-

IC=TOC). TOC in the present work was measured using a TOC analyzer (Shimadzu,

model TOC-V; detection range 3-25,000 mg/L). All samples were filtered with 0.22

µm MF membranes (Cellulose Acetate, Millipore, USA) to remove the suspended

solids before TOC analysis.

2.2.5.3 Inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES)

Emission spectroscopy using ICP is a rapid, sensitive and convenient method for the

determination of metal ions in aqueous solutions. Concentration of dissolved silica

and other inorganics presented in Table 2.2 was measured by ICP-AES instrument

(Agilent 735 ICP-OES) using EPA 200.7 method. In this method the water sample

is nebulized and the resulting aerosol is transported into inductively coupled argon

plasma generated by radio frequency power. The high temperature (6000-10000 K)

of the plasma leads to almost complete dissociation of molecules and efficient atom-

ization and ionization in the sample. Emission spectra are produced when the excited

atoms and ions return to lower energy states. The spectra are dispersed by high resolu-

tion echelle polychromator and the intensities of the lines are monitored by a charged

coupled device (CCD). In OES, the power of the radiation emitted by a constituent
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after excitation is directly proportional to its concentration.

2.2.5.4 Field emission scanning electron microscope- energy dispersive X-ray (FESEM-

EDX)

Field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) provides images of sample sur-

face to analyze surface morphology. Prior to the analysis, the membranes were coated

with a thin film of chromium. Surface images of the membranes were obtained by

using JEOL 6301F model of FESEM. All membranes were imaged at a magnification

of 20,000 times. Field emission scanning electron microscope provides qualitative in-

formation on deposition of foulants on the membrane. Semi-quantitative elemental

analysis was done via a PGT IMIX EDX system with 135 eV resolution.

2.2.5.5 Attenuated total reflectance-fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spectroscopy

ATR-FTIR spectroscopy provides information on the type of functional groups present

to the depths less than 1 µm. All membranes before and after WLS inlet filtration were

examined using ATR-FTIR microscope (Thermo Nicolet Nexus 670 FTIR, USA). This

instrument is equipped with a mercury-cadmium-tellurium (MCT) detector and has a

resolution of 4 cm−1. A total of 512 scans were averaged for each spectral measure-

ment. The internal reflection element was a zinc selenide (ZnSe) ATR plate with an

aperture angle of 45◦. All membrane samples were scanned over the range of 600-

4000 cm−1.

2.3 Results and Discussion

Measuring the permeation flux of desired materials and removal of undesired mat-

ter is the most common way for evaluating the performance of membranes. Foul-

ing tendency of the applied membranes and fouling potential of the treated water are
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generally measured by finding the rate of water flux decline over time. Fouling de-

teriorates the performance of membranes by decreasing the permeation flux and the

quality of membranes, and consequently shortens membrane life [73]. Membrane

fouling is influenced by a great number of parameters including hydrodynamics (feed

flow rate, permeation drag and feed channel dimension), solution chemistry (salt and

divalent ion concentrations, presence of sparingly soluble solids and pH), and sur-

face properties of membrane (hydrophilicity/ hydrophobicity, zeta potential, surface

roughness and pore size). Regardless of feed water properties and membrane module

hydrodynamics, membrane manufacturers are continuously seeking to develop more

antifouling membranes with modifying their surface properties. In the present work,

effects of hydrophilicity, surface charge and roughness of various types of polymeric

membranes on the water flux and TOC and TDS rejection during UF, NF and RO of

industrial SAGD produced water were investigated. Experiments were conducted at

constant feed flow rate and permeation flux on a same industrial feed (WLS inlet wa-

ter) to minimize the effect of feed chemistry and hydrodynamics. Despite the many

modification and fouling preventive strategies, membrane fouling is inevitable. Online

reduction of membrane fouling by physical techniques like vibration, ultrasound, vor-

tex generation and flow and pressure pulsation have been widely studied [148–153]

Another technique for mitigating fouling during operation is impulsive change of en-

vironmental conditions such as pH, ionic strength, light, temperature and electric and

magnetic fields, especially in presence of stimuli responsive membranes [154]. In this

study, effect of pH on water flux recovery and TOC and TDS rejection, during cross

flow filtration of SAGD produced water was investigated. Since, the performance of

membrane process is proven to be influenced by the characteristics of feed water and

interaction of its constituents with the membrane under specific operating condition,

feed, permeate and fouled membranes are characterized in detail.
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2.3.1 Continuous operation at fixed pH

Water flux and TOC and TDS rejection of NF270, ESNA and ESPA membranes at

50 ◦C and a constant pH=9.0 is shown in Figure 2.2. It must be noted that the initial

water flux of 20 GFD was obtained at different pressures of 40, 80 and 120 psi for

NF270, ESNA and ESPA membranes, respectively. As can be observed in Figure 2.2,

water flux declined due to the combined fouling of silica, organic matter and divalent

ions present in the WLS inlet water. According to Table 2.1, the concentration of silica

and divalent ions in the WLS inlet water (∼90 mg/L) is almost 5 times lower than

the concentration of organic matter (420 mg/L). Hence, DOM fouling is expected to

be the principal mechanism in the present work. Initial adsorption of DOM on the

membrane surface decreases permeate flux due to DOM gel formation, pore blocking,

and induced hydrophobic properties.

Flux decline due to pore blocking and pore constriction was found to be more

severe with membranes having a larger pore size (UF and loose NF membranes). For

salt rejecting NF and RO membranes, plugging of hot spots by DOM was found to

be critical for the sharp initial flux decline [121, 147, 155–157]. Hot spots are the

valleys on the membrane surface with the minimum thickness and the maximum local

water flux. Rapid clogging of these hot spots lead to substantial loss of permeate flux

[147]. It is also proven that the hydrophobicity of hydrophilic membranes increases

after fouling by particularly hydrophobic organic matter [121, 158, 159]. Increasing

hydrophobicity generally leads to more susceptibility to fouling due to the hydrophobic

interactions between the membrane surface and the hydrophobic materials [121].

In this study, the major organic matter in the WLS inlet water are hydrophobic

acids (mainly humic type [1]) and all applied membranes are hydrophilic based on

contact angle values in Table2.1. Hence, membranes’ surface will definitely become

hydrophobic after fouling.

The bar chart in Figure 2.2 shows that the initial flux decline for NF270 is lower
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than two other membranes. At constant initial permeate flux, feed flow rate and feed

solution chemistry (pH and ionic strength), rate of flux decline is strongly dependent

on surface properties of membranes. According to data presented in Table 2.2, NF270

is a very smooth membrane with stronger hydrophilic properties than ESNA and ESPA

membranes as indicated by their surface roughness and contact angle values. In addi-

tion, surface of NF270 membrane is more negatively charged than ESNA membrane.

Earlier studies found that more negative zeta potential and hydrophilicity of the mem-

brane surface leads to less fouling by organic matter due to the higher electrostatic

repulsion and lower hydrophobic interaction between the foulant and the membrane

surface [121, 155, 160]. ESNA membrane showed less initial decline than ESPA in

spite of being less negatively charged. The rougher surface of ESPA membrane results

in enhanced deposition of silica particles onto the membrane surface and, hence, more

severe fouling [161, 162]. As a matter of fact the role of colloidal fouling becomes

governing in combined organic/colloidal fouling of rougher membranes. Meanwhile,

higher salt rejection of the ESPA membrane during fouling experiment resulted in a

more severe osmotic pressure build-up near the membrane surface and hence a greater

flux decline [54, 163].

It is worth noting that all these membranes were tested at same permeation flux (20

GFD) which is hypothesized to be around their limiting flux according to the moderate

flux decline (7-10% after 6 hr experiment). Higher initial permeation flux could result

in more severe flux decline. Tu et al. [121] observed 50% and 30% water flux decline

after 6 hr filtration of humic acid and silica by NF270 membrane at initial permeate

flux of 50 GFD. They attributed higher flux decline in NF270 membrane compared to

BW30, despite having lower surface roughness and higher negative zeta potential and

hydrophilicity, to the governing effect of initial permeation flux.

Membrane fouling in earlier studies is considered as two successive stages where

foulant-membrane and foulant-foulant interactions are governing deposition of ma-
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terial at first and second stages, respectively [144, 155]. Very low values of initial

permeate flux decline, in NF270, ESPA and ESNA membranes, implies that foulant-

membrane interaction is minimized either by favorable surface properties of applied

membranes and hydrodynamics of experiments. In the case of good interaction be-

tween foulant and membrane, foulants (mainly DOM in the present work) adsorb on

the membrane surface and decrease permeate flux sharply due to pore blocking, in-

duced hydrophobic properties and lowered permeation drag [96, 121, 161, 164–167].

Figure 2.3 shows variation of TOC and TDS rejection with time using NF270,

ESPA and ESNA membranes. As can be observed, for all of these membrane TOC

rejection increased with time which is an evident of hydrophobic interaction in the

second stage of fouling. According to literature, adsorption of organic matter on the

membrane surface makes the membrane more hydrophobic [96, 121, 158, 166, 168].

This intensifies deposition of organic matter on each other due to hydrophobic foulant-

foulant interaction. As a result, TOC rejection increases. For more hydrophilic NF270

membrane, rate of increase in TOC rejection is greater. This result can be explained

by the findings of Cho et al. [159] and Tu et al. [121]. They both observed more severe

induced hydrophobicity for the more hydrophilic membrane after fouling by organic

matter.

TDS rejection remained constant for more salt rejecting membranes, ESPA and

ESNA (>90% rejection), whereas decreased for looser NF270 membrane. Accord-

ing to literature, for salt rejecting membranes both flux and salt rejection decline as

fouling progresses due to the cake enhanced concentration polarization [54,169–171].

As foulants (silica and organic matter) deposit on the membrane surface, the salt con-

centration at the membrane surface significantly increases because back diffusion of

salt away from the membrane surface is hindered by the foulant cake layer [163].

The increased salt concentration at the membrane surface increases the driving force

for salt transport through the membrane. This results in a significant passage of salt
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to the permeate steam and consequently decrease the TDS rejection. However, in

this study, TDS rejection increased slightly for denser membranes which confirms the

dominance of organic fouling in WLS inlet water filtration. Plugging of hot spots by

organic matter resulted in formation of denser screening layer against transport of salt

as demonstrated in literature [121, 147, 155–157].

For NF270 membrane, however, TDS rejection decreased which seems to be a

paradox to less fouling potential of this membrane as discussed before. Lee et al. [163]

showed that, there is not necessarily a direct relationship between rate of flux decline

(fouling severity) and rejection decrease. They observed a much greater salt rejection

drop for the NF membrane compared to the RO despite having similar flux decline

trend. They attributed this to different mechanisms governing salt rejection by NF and

RO. The predominant mechanism of salt rejection for RO membranes is size exclusion,

while for NF membranes both size and charge (Donnan) exclusion are critical. Hence,

salt concentration increase on the membrane surface due to cake formation has a more

significant effect on reduction of membrane charge exclusion.

2.3.2 Membrane operation with varying pH

Dynamic pH experiments were conducted on UF, NF90 and BW30 membranes. The

transmembrane pressure was adjusted on 30, 80 and 120 psig to acquire the same initial

permeation flux of 20 GFD. pH of WLS inlet feed decreased from 9 (raw WLS inlet

feed pH) to 7 after 120 min, then increased to 10 after 240 min. Variation of water

flux with time and pH is shown in Figure 2.4. Decreasing pH from 9 to 7 declined

water flux sharply for all membranes. Flux increased by increasing the pH from 7 to

10. Sharp decline was found to be more severe in the salt rejecting NF90 and BW30

membranes. Flux recovery became more evident for the denser BW30 membrane. The

FESEM images, as will be shown later, demonstrated re-dissolving of fouled material

on the NF and RO membranes by increasing pH, which resulted in reversible fouling
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and flux recovery. By increasing the pH from 7 to 10, the flux increased to even more

value than the initial flux at raw WLS inlet water pH. Decreasing the pH increases

the rate of coprecipitation of organic matter and silica which causes a sharp decline

especially for denser membranes [1, 171]. This is attributed to the quick change of

foulant/foulant and foulant/membrane interactions by pH alteration.

The permeate flux under various pH values is affected by the properties of both

membrane and solution. The surface charges of DOM were shown to become more

negative with increasing pH and vice versa [79, 80, 92, 99–101]. The higher nega-

tive charge results in formation of more porous cake layer due to the inter-foulant

repulsion, and consequently higher permeation flux. Silica and DOM are the major

constituents in WLS inlet water. Surface charge of silica particles is negative charged

at pH values more than their isoelectric point (pH>3), the magnitude of which in-

creases with increasing pH and increasing salt concentration [172, 173]. In the case

of DOM, protonation of functional groups (mainly COOH) at lower pH decreases the

charge and ultimately electrostatic repulsion [79, 80, 92, 99–101]. Also, pH affects

the macromolecular conformation of DOM, so that smaller configuration is formed

at lower pH values [92, 96, 174]. This causes formation of a more compact foul-

ing layer and subsequently, a flux decline. In addition to foulant/foulant interaction,

foulant/membrane interaction strongly affects membrane performance at various pHs.

Generally, the zeta potential of the membranes, particularly PA membranes contain-

ing carboxylic (R-COO−) and amine (R-NH+
3 ) ionizable functional groups, become

more negative as pH increases [56, 160, 175, 176]. Altogether, both inter-particle and

particle-membrane repulsions prevent the particles from depositing, and lead to forma-

tion of thinner fouling layer. Hence, higher permeation fluxes were observed at higher

pH values [92, 96, 97, 109, 177–179].

At raw pH the minimum and maximum initial flux decline was observed for UF

and NF90 membranes, respectively (bar chart in Figure 2.4). Based on the data pre-
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sented in Table 2.2, the UF membrane is more hydrophilic and negatively charged

than both BW30 and NF90 membranes. This resulted in less flux decline at a constant

permeation flux. Taking a closer look into Table2.2, it is found that BW30 and NF90

membranes have almost the same surface properties (see roughness, contact angle and

zeta potential values) and are predicted to show the same fouling behavior. A slightly

higher fouling of NF90 membrane can be attributed to a minor pore blocking by DOM

with molecular weight less than 250 Da. Our previous study showed that almost 40%

of the DOM in the BBD have molecular weight less than 500 Da [1]. This increases

the chance of pore blocking by DOM in membranes having MWCO in the range of

100-300 Da (see Table 2.2). At pH 7, exactly opposite behavior compared to pH 9 was

observed. At lower pH, when coprecipitation of silica and organic matter happens,

size of the deposited materials increase which makes pore blocking more severe in UF

membrane. FESEM images of fouled membranes showed presence of particles with

100 nm diameter as will be discussed later.

Figure 2.5 shows the effect of step change in pH on TDS and TOC rejection during

filtration by UF, NF90 and BW30 membranes. As can be seen, for tighter BW30 and

NF90 membranes, higher TDS rejection was obtained at pH 7. 1000 ppm WLS inlet

feed TDS was reduced to 60-63 ppm at pH 9, 30 ppm at pH 7 and around 96 ppm at

pH 10 by both BW30 and NF90 membranes. Precipitation of silica nanoparticles and

also coprecipitation of organic compounds by adsorption on the surface of the silica

nanoparticles at lower pH resulted in formation of closely packed cake layer. The

cake filtration increased the TDS rejection almost five unit. For UF membrane, pH

reduction decreased the TDS rejection which was found to be irreversible by increasing

the pH up to 10. This interesting result confirms irreversible pore blocking of loose UF

membrane at lower pH values. By UF treatment, permeate TDS reduced to 580 ppm

at pH 9, 690 ppm at pH 7 and 750 ppm at pH 10.

Effect of pH on TOC rejection was almost insignificant particularly for salt reject-
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ing membranes. At pH 9, TOC rejection increased over time due to cake filtration,

then decreased very slightly by decreasing the pH to 7. Cake filtration at lower pH was

predicted to increase the TOC rejection similar to TDS rejection. However, the slight

decrease might be due to the precipitation of very small MWCO hydrophilic DOM

which could pass through both cake layer and the membrane. According to Figure 2.5,

both NF90 and BW30 membranes were able to reject 90-93% of the DOM. This minor

change in TOC rejection is attributed to the larger size of organic matter as compared

to the dissolved solids, mainly Na+ and Cl− monovalent ions. DOM/membrane inter-

action at higher pH and DOM/cake layer interaction at lower pH had the same effect

on the removal of DOM. In the case of UF membrane, deposition of precipitated DOM

on the walls of membrane’s pores, made the pores narrower which improved screen-

ing performance. It must be noted that, pore constriction of UF membrane could not

screen salts due to their smaller size than DOM, and TDS rejection even decreased

drastically owing to less electrostatic repulsion of fouled membrane.

2.3.3 Suitable membrane for WLS inlet filtration

In order to select a suitable membrane for WLS inlet filtration, the trade-off relation-

ship between energy consumption and product quality was considered. It is always

favorable to minimize energy consumption and improve the quality of water based on

environmental standards and/or technical constraints. In pressure-driven membrane

processes energy consumption is directly related to the applied trans-membrane pres-

sure. Hence, UF and loose NF membranes are less energy intensive than tight NF and

RO. The applied pressure for UF and NF270 membranes was 30 and 40 psig, respec-

tively. Based on Figures 2.3 and 2.5, TOC and TDS rejections increased considerably

from about 50% and 30% for UF to more than 70% for NF270 just by applying 10 psig

more pressure. Therefore, when very high quality water is not required NF270 can be

selected as an excellent energy efficient membrane.
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ESNA and NF90 were found to give 20 GFD water flux at the same trans-membrane

pressure of 80 psig. However, TOC and TDS rejection of NF90 was slightly better than

ESNA (Figures 2.3 and 2.5). TDS rejections for NF90 and ESNA were 93% and 91%,

respectively. The initial TOC rejection for NF90 membrane was also 4% higher than

ESNA (90% compared to 86%). In fact, the water produced by NF90 membrane had

the same quality as RO, BW30 and ESPA which operated at 120 psig. Hence, NF90

membrane is suggested as the best candidate since it provided reasonable product qual-

ity and is found to be more energy efficient than RO.

2.3.4 Rejection of organic matter

DOM is a heterogeneous mixture of aromatic and aliphatic organic compounds con-

taining oxygen, nitrogen, and sulfur functional groups (e.g., carboxyl, amine and

thiol) [180]. FEEMs is a reliable and inexpensive method which can provide valu-

able information about the nature of the dissolved organics. This method has been

used in our prior investigations of SAGD water characterization [1]. The FEEMs tech-

niques works based on excitation of electrons to a higher energy level by absorption

of light energy, and then releasing energy as light as they drop to a lower energy level.

Aromatic organic compounds, like humic acids, which absorb and re-emit light are

called fluorophores. The excitation/emission (Ex/Em) wavelength ranges for peaks as-

sociated with pure organic compounds are obtained by researchers and can be used as

scales to identify types of organic matter in a mixture. In our previous work FEEMs

output is correlated to DOM classification by a resin-fractionation technique for this

SAGD produced water stream [1].

Figure 2.6 shows the FEEMs results related to signatures of DOM in WLS in-

let feed and permeates of applied polymeric membranes at pH 9. The fluorescence

response for WLS inlet feed was observed over a wide range of wavelengths, with

dominant peak at Ex/Em wavelength range of 220-350/350-450. This wide range of
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wavelengths demonstrates that various types of organic compounds exist in WLS inlet

feed. The fluorescence peaks of DOM are generally noticed due to the presence of

high aromaticity as well as hydroxyl (mainly in carboxylic acid), and amine (mainly

in PA polymer and/or amino acid organic matter) groups in the organic fluorophores.

The fluorescence intensity of any uorophore can be reduced by the interfering effects

of other molecules present in a mixture of uorophores.

According to Figure 2.6, WLS feed water contains wide range of organic mat-

ter including hydrophilic acid (HPiA), hydrophilic base (HPiB), hydrophilic neutral

(HPiN), hydrophobic acid (HPoA), hydrophobic base (HPoB) and hydrophobic neutral

(HPoN) based on the classified results of our previous studies. This variety still exist

in the permeate stream of NF270 and UF membranes. This means that UF and looser

NF membranes could not totally remove any organic matter and all types of organics

passed through the membranes. In the case of RO and tight NF membranes, the main

organic in the permeate stream were hydrophilic compounds (HPiN, HPiA and HPiB).

This means that hydrophobic acidi organic matter in the WLS inlet water, like humic

acid, was almost completely removed by these membranes. Since TOC rejection for

NF and RO membranes increased with time (Figures 2.3 and 2.5) it is found that the

hydrophilic matter traced by FEEMs was mainly passed through the membranes at the

early stage of filtration. At the initial stage of filtration, the hydrophilic parts of DOM

in WLS inlet water were in direct contact with the surface of hydrophilic membranes.

This facilitated their transfer to the permeate side. Hydrophobic organics are suggested

to be the main materials responsible for membrane fouling [96, 97, 101, 181]. FEEMs

results confirms that hydrophobic signature of organic matter in the WLS inlet water

were mostly deposited on the membrane surface and made the fouling more severe

especially at the second stage of filtration when hydrophobic interaction of organic

matter becomes important. Figure 2.6 demonstrates that tight NF and RO membranes

are the favorable options for removing DOM from WLS inlet water.
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2.3.5 Rejection of inorganics

ICP-OES analysis was performed on the permeates of UF, NF90 and BW30 mem-

branes to find the rejection of inorganic constituents of WLS inlet water. The results

are presented in Table 2.4.

Table 2.4: Inorgnaic rejection for UF, NF90 and BW30 membranes

Elements Unit RDLa Feed UF NF90 BW30
Water Permeate Permeate Permeate

Boron(B) mg/L 0.2 19 b 17b 8.6b 5.8b

Calcium (Ca2+) mg/L 0.3 1.9 0.42 <0.3 <0.3
Iron(total) mg/L 0.06 0.39 <0.06 <0.06 <0.06
Magnesium (Mg2+) mg/L 0.2 0.59 <0.2 <0.2 <0.2
Silica (disolved silicon) mg/L 0.1 89 61 2.9 3.2
Sodium (Na+) mg/L 0.5 350 290 26 20
Chloride (Cl−) mg/L 1.0 170 120 5.3 3.8

a Reportable Detection Limit
b Detection limits raised due to dilution to bring analyte within the calibrated range

Total inorganic rejection for NF90 and BW30 is more than 90% which confirms our

previous results on TDS rejection. NF90 and BW30 removed almost all divalent ions

and iron in the feed. However, about 4% of silica passed through these membranes.

Sodium and chloride rejection by NF90 and BW30 were found to be about 93 and 97%,

respectively. NF90 and BW30 demonstrated almost the same performance in terms

of total inorganic rejection. UF membrane rejected ∼ 30%, 20% and 75% of silica,

sodium and calcium. This shows that the UF membrane was inefficient for rejection

of inorganic materials and cannot be applied for WLS inlet water treatment. The low

levels of inorganic, scale-forming species in the NF and RO permeate, would greatly

reduce the fouling propensity of the WLS inlet water if NF and RO were applied

as a polishing step in the conventional SAGD process train. According to the data

presented in Table 2.4, it can be concluded that NF90 is the most promising alternative
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for removing inorganic material from WLS inlet water considering both membrane

performance and energy consumption.

2.3.6 Results of surface analyses

Fouled membranes were characterized by FESEM-EDX and ATR-FTIR to find the ele-

ments deposited on the membrane surface. Furthermore, analysis of fouled membranes

helps to find the fouling intensity at different pH values. Precipitation of more foulants

on the membrane surface at lower pH and re-dissolving of deposits by increasing the

pH can be simply observed by FESEM images.

2.3.6.1 Field emission scanning electron microscope- energy dispersive X-ray (FESEM-

EDX)

The morphology of deposited materials on the membrane surface has been qualita-

tively detected by FESEM analysis. Figure 2.7 shows the FESEM image of fouled

membranes with magnification of 5,000. As can be seen, more organic and inor-

ganic materials were deposited on the membranes which experienced lower pH val-

ues, e.g. UF membrane. In the case of NF90 and BW30, increasing pH back to 10,

re-dissolved foulants. For these membranes surface of membranes is not fully covered

by the foulants and morphology of the virgin membrane is noticeable. This confirms

the substantial effect of pH on flux recovery in salt rejecting NF and RO membranes.

NF270, ESNA and ESPA membranes are indicated to be fouled similarly. How-

ever, the morphologies of fouled materials are different in these membranes. It must

be noted that these 20× 20 µ m FESEM images are not representative of the whole

effective membrane surface area (140 cm2). For instance, NF270 membrane is mostly

covered by a black material which is assumed to be mainly pure organic matter. In the

case of ESNA and ESPA a mixture of organic and inorganic materials are deposited

on the membrane which is identifiable by the spongy structure of cake layer. Since
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the same feed is filtered in all experiments and subsequently, the same materials are

deposited on all membranes, it was found that fouling layer was not homogenously

covered throughout the membrane surface. Hence, the morphology of deposited foul-

ing layer is different form one point to another point. However, FESEM images give a

pretty good idea about the intensity of fouling using different types of membranes.

The morphologies of the adsorbed materials on the membrane surface are more

noticeable in Figure 2.8 by higher magnification images. As can be seen, deposited

mass on the membrane are mainly in the form of particles which was detected by EDX

analysis to be silica particles. Crystal shapes on the membrane surface are found to

be iron and calcium crystals. Sponge shapes contain sulfur, organic matter and silica.

Silica in the sponge shapes confirms coprecipitation of silica and organic matter on

the membranes especially at lower pH values. The size of particles is about 100 nm.

This result demonstrates adsorption of organic matter on the surface of silica particles,

therefore enhanced diameter of these particles.

2.3.6.2 ATR-FTIR result

All samples were scanned from 500 to 4000 cm−1 wavelength and the FTIR peaks of

virgin and fouled membranes are shown in Figure 2.9. This figure shows that the peak

heights related to the fouled membrane are reduced after filtration. Membranes pre-

pared by Filmtec (NF270, NF90 and BW30) and GE (UF) clearly show different peaks

from Hydranautics ones (ESNA and ESPA). This shows that the type of PA thin film

in these membranes is different. All these membranes show ATR-FTIR spectra peaks

at range of 600 to 1500 cm−1 that indicate the presence of the polysulfone interlayer.

Peaks at 1650 and 1541 cm−1 indicate amide I and amide II for all membrane. All

Filmtec membranes are made from m-phenylene diamine, a primary amine. Though

WLS inlet filtration leads to a decrease in PA and polysulfone associated peak heights

no new peaks are detected. The absence of peaks representing organic foulants is most
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likely due to the fact that the peaks associated with polysulfone and PA swamp any

small peaks that represent adsorbed organic species.

2.4 Conclusion

WLS inlet water from SAGD process was treated with cross-flow UF, NF and RO

processes. All experiments were conducted at constant feed temperature (50 ◦C) and

various pH values. It was found that more hydrophilic membranes with more negative

surface charge and less roughness were less prone to fouling regardless of their pore

size. RO and tight NF removed more than 86% of TDS and TOC. TOC rejection in-

creased significantly over time due to clogging of hot spots by DOM and silica. UF

was found out to be not suitable for SAGD produced water treatment due to its low

performance in rejecting silica and DOM. However, NF with loose membranes was

found to be a reasonable choice when very high purification of water is not necessary.

This membrane removed more than 70% of TDS and TOC. NF with tight NF mem-

branes (NF90 and ESNA) was found to be a promising method because of producing

high water quality comparable to RO and consuming less energy than RO. Flux, TOC

rejection and TDS rejection were found to be strongly affected by changing the pH.

Acidification of WLS inlet water during operation (pH change from 9-7), decreased the

flux suddenly and increased TDS rejection for tight NF and RO membranes. However,

TOC rejection decreased slightly by decreasing the feed pH. UF membrane showed

exactly opposite behavior due to the different fouling mechanism governing the trans-

port of salt and DOM in loose membranes. Increasing pH from 7.0 to 10.0 increased

water flux about 40% immediately which demonstrated the critical role of pH on foul-

ing reduction. Re-dissolving of fouling deposits by increasing pH was observed by

doing surface characterization of fouled membranes using FESEM-EDX. ATR-FTIR

and FESEM-EDX techniques provided valuable information about the constituents in

WLS inlet water, which were deposited on the membrane. EDX indicated presence of
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silica, iron and calcium in fouling deposits. FEEMs showed that the major organics

that passed through the membrane were hydrophilic compounds.

This study shows the feasibility of performing membrane processes at a high pH

on WLS inlet water. The results can be interpreted to provide a possible process con-

figuration for SAGD PW treatment. NF processe can be seen as an alternative to the

current WLS-IX process configuration, completely replacing the conventional treat-

ment process, and providing reliable removal of TDS, silica, divalent ions and TOC

from the produced water.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic view of cross flow filtration setup
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Figure 2.2: Water flux decline during cross flow filtration of WLS inlet water by
NF270, ESNA
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Figure 2.3: TOC and TDS rejection during cross flow filtration of WLS inlet water by
NF270, ESNA and ESPA membranes at constant pH=9
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Figure 2.4: Water flux decline during cross flow filtration of WLS inlet water by UF,
NF90 and BW30 membranes at various pH values (9-7-10)
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Figure 2.5: TOC and TDS rejection during cross flow filtration of WLS inlet water by
UF, NF90 and BW30 membranes at various pH values (9-7-10)
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Figure 2.7: FESEM image of fouled membranes by WLS inlet water at 5 k manifica-
tion
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Figure 2.8: Different morphologies of foulants observed by FESEM with correspond-
ing EDX results
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Figure 2.9: ATR-FTIR spectra of applied membranes before and after WLS inlet fil-
tration
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Chapter 3

Nanofiltration of oil sands boiler feed water: effect of

pH on water flux and organic and dissolved solid

rejection

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Thermally enhanced oil recovery methods such as SAGD and cyclic steam stimulation

(CSS) are widely practiced for bitumen extraction from oil sands in Alberta, Canada.

In this process, steam is injected underground, which condenses to heat up the bitumen,

thereby reducing its viscosity. The bitumen and condensed water are pumped out to

the surface where the bitumen and water are separated and the water is treated for reuse

as BFW.

A typical conventional SAGD water treatment plant is shown in Figure 3.1. In the

conventional diluted SAGD process, organic diluents are added to the produced fluids

to reduce the viscosity of bitumen. The diluted bitumen and the produced water are

first separated using a series of gravity and flotation vessels, namely, the free water

knock out (FWKO) vessel to remove the bitumen, followed by gravity skim tanks and

ISF to separate residual oil from the produced water, and walnut shell filters to bring

the free oil content in the produced water below 20 mg/L. The produced water is then

treated in a WLS to remove silica, following which, the suspended solids are removed
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in after-filters, and the residual multivalent cations likes Ca2+ and Mg2+ are removed

using weak−acid cation exchanger (WAC). The treated water is then used as BFW in

OTSGs. A portion of the blowdown from the OTSGs is typically recycled to the WLS

or the BFW tank; the remainder is sent to disposal. It is important to note that the

entire water treatment process train operates at a water temperature of between 80 ◦C

and 90 ◦C, a challenging temperature for polymeric membranes.

No treatment is provided for TDS removal or for the removal of DOM in the con-

ventional process. OTSGs are therefore used in conventional SAGD applications as

they are able to operate with BFW containing higher levels of TDS and Ca/Mg/Si than

conventional drum boilers. To compensate for the use of lower quality BFW, steam

quality in SAGD OTSGs has historically been limited to 80% to provide sufficient wa-

ter volume to cool the inner surface of the tubes in the radiant section, and to prevent

super−saturation and formation of inorganic scales. OTSGs BFW specifications vary

somewhat between in situ operators, based on the manufacturers recommendations and

by specific operating experience in the field. Typical SAGD BFW specifications are

summarized in Table 3.1. It should be noted that an alternative process configuration

using evaporators for desalination in conjunction with drum boilers has been employed

in some SAGD installation [7].

Table 3.1: Typical SAGD OTSG BFW Specifications
Parameter Units Specification
Dissolved and/or Particulate Hardness mg/L as CaCO3 <0.5
pH − − − 9.8−10.5
Silica mg/L as SiO2 <75
Free Oxygen µg/L as O2 <7
Conductiviy mS <12
Bitumen in Water (hexane extraction) mg/L <0.5
Turbidity NTU <7.5
Iron µg/L as Fe <250

Deviations from these BFW specifications have resulted in heat exchanger fouling
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and boiler tube failures in the field [1,87,88], and significant research efforts are under-

way to understand the mechanisms of fouling. Analysis of deposits from failed tubes

has found high levels of organic carbon in addition to Ca/Mg/Si. It is not clear whether

the high levels of carbon are due to deposition and coking of free and emulsified oil, or

whether they are due to temperature−related precipitation of dissolved organic mate-

rial. In order to prevent tube failures, and to allow operation at higher steam qualities,

NF was investigated as a polishing technology to further reduce the concentrations of

Ca, Mg, and Si in the BFW, and to remove dissolved organic matter.

Membrane separation processes have been widely applied in produced water treat-

ment due to their distinct advantages over traditional processes, primarily lower oper-

ating expenses and energy consumption. Numerous previous investigators have con-

sidered the use of loose membranes, MF and UF, for oil removal from oily produced

water [51, 60–62, 182, 183]. For separation of silica, dissolved organic matter (DOM)

and salt from produced water, tighter NF and RO membranes are required. Although,

NF and RO are widely applied in water and wastewater treatment, there are a few

records in peer−reviewed literature for their application in desalination and organic

removal of oilfield produced water.

A brief overview of published efforts on oilfield produced water treatment using

NF and RO membranes is summarized in Table 3.2.
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Although several studies have been published on the use of NF and RO for treat-

ment of OSPW associated with the surface mining and extraction of bitumen [38, 39],

no published studies were found on the use of NF membrane processes for SAGD

produced water treatment. Produced water from in situ oil sands operations is higher

in dissolved organic carbon than OSPW [38, 39, 43], and the nature of the dissolved

organics have been shown to be different [1], suggesting that organic fouling may be

more severe in SAGD applications.

Every DOM has specific physicochemical properties, such as charge and molecular

conformation, which controls the rate of fouling and subsequently performance of

membrane process [95]. Meanwhile, the interaction of DOM functional groups with

solution chemistry, e.g. monovalent and divalent concentrations, pH and presence of

silica, induces different effects on properties of DOM macromolecules and thus the

structure and hydraulic resistance of fouling layer [77, 92, 96, 97]. Many of earlier

studies indicated that the DOM in mining OSPW consists primarily of naphthenic

acid−like compounds [19, 23, 25, 71]. However, DOM in SAGD produced water was

demonstrated to be more representative of humic acids than naphthenic acids [1] which

is predicted to result in significant change in membrane performance.

The performance of membranes is proven to be significantly affected by the feed

pH through changing DOM surface charge [79, 80, 99–101]. Dyke and Bartels [67]

showed that, DOM rejection may increase or remain constant by increasing the pH,

depending on the type of utilized produced water. In some waters they observed DOM

reduction by decreasing the pH from their original value. However, Mehrotra and

Banerjee [43] showed that by decreasing the feed pH from 8 to 4, the permeate TOC

content decreased more than 90%. They attributed this to the precipitation of inorganic

carbonates and bicarbonates on the membranes surface at lower pH and subsequently

enhancing the permselective properties of membranes. Tao et al. [68] increased their

feed pH form 8.0 to 11 to prevent oil precipitation on the membrane surface by reach-
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ing to beyond its solubility limit. Doran et al. [81] suggested an approach for increas-

ing the boron removal by increasing the pH of the RO feed water to ionize the boron.

These findings suggest that the effect of pH on membrane fouling (flux decline) and

rejection of organic and inorganic materials is entirely related to the characteristics of

treated water.

A closer look to Table 3.2 reveals interesting differences for TOC and TDS re-

jection values. In some studies NF and RO resulted in similar TOC and TDS re-

jections [68, 81, 83], while higher TOC rejection than TDS or vice versa, were also

observed [43, 67, 84–86]. This is attributed to different molecular weights and physic-

ochemical properties of organic matter as well as different types and concentrations of

monovalent and divalent ions in various produced waters.

In the present work, the performance of a commercial NF membrane for Ca/Mg/Si

polishing and DOM removal from a model SAGD BFW was tested. A tight NF mem-

brane was chosen in preference to a loose NF and a RO membrane as it offered sig-

nificantly higher removal of organic matter and salt than loose NF as well as less en-

ergy consumption than RO. Crossflow NF experiments were conducted using a model

BFW, prepared by diluting SAGD BBD water obtained from an operating conventional

SAGD plant in northern Alberta. Tests were performed at a temperature of 50 ◦C and

at pH values of 10.5 and 8.5. pH 10.5 corresponds to the typical BFW pH used in

operating plants. pH 8.5 was tested to investigate the effect of pH reduction on mem-

brane performance; pH reduction from 10.5 to 8.5 has been shown to increase UF

membrane fouling when treating SAGD blowdown streams [171]. Based on a para-

metric study, it is proposed here that a pH pulsation technique can be used to reduce

the membrane fouling and recover the water flux. A suitably designed crossflow NF

process is demonstrated be a superior alternative technique to current SAGD produced

water treatment methods, especially in terms of producing higher quality water by

consuming lower amount of chemicals and energy.
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3.2 Materials and methods

3.2.1 Water sample and reagents

A model SAGD BFW was prepared by dilution of BBD water from a SAGD water

treatment plant located in the Athabasca oil sands region of Alberta, Canada. The

samples were collected hot, shipped in sealed containers, and kept in a nitrogen blan-

ket until they were opened for treatment [171]. BBD water was diluted five−fold to

acquire the properties of BFW (Table 3.3). Concentrations of dissolved silica and other

inorganics were measured by inductively coupled plasma−optical emission spectrom-

etry (ICP−OES). 1 M HCl and NaOH (Sigma Aldrich) were used to adjust the model

BFW pH.

Table 3.3: Properties of BBD water diluted to model BFW
Parameters BBD water Model BFW
pH 12.0 10.5
TOC (mg/L) 2450 500
TDS (mg/L) 10500 1800
Conductivity(mS/cm) 17.8 3.5
Na+(mg/L) 4280 880
Cl−(mg/L) 2700 510
Mg2+(mg/L) 0.37 0.18
Ca2+(mg/L) 3.30 0.66
Iron, total FE( mg/L) 2.12 0.48
SiO2, Disolved(mg/L) 92 21

3.2.2 Membrane

NF was performed with a FilmTec NF90 membrane, which is a thin film composite

membrane comprises three layers: (i) a polyester support web (ii) a microporous PSf

inter layer and (iii) an ultrathin aromatic PA active layer. The average roughness of

NF90 membrane is in the range of 60−70 nm [109, 184, 185] and its zeta potential

from streaming potential measurement is −18 mV within the pH range of 7 to 10 in
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10 mM NaCl solution [109]. The average hydraulic resistance (Rm), real rejection

(Rr) and observed rejection (Ro) of the membrane are 4.0 ± 0.1× 10−13m−1, 97% and

90± 1%, respectively [186]. A loose NF (NF270) and a RO (BW30) membrane with

observed rejection of ∼ 50 and ∼ 99.5, respectively, were also supplied from FilmTec

and tested to provide sufficient evidence about the advantages of NF90 for treatment of

BFW. Based on manufacturer data, maximum operating pressure and temperature and

tolerable pH range for all membranes are 4135 kP, 45 ◦C and 3−10, respectively. In

the present work, the feed water temperature and the pH were deliberately adjusted at

50 ◦C and 10.5, which are outside the manufacturers normal recommended operating

envelope, to perform filtration under the harsh conditions expected for the full−scale

industrial application. Hence, the experimental results are valid for the short−term use

of polymeric membranes for treatment of BFW. Other researchers have also demon-

strated successful NF and RO treatment of oilfield produced waters at polymeric mem-

brane threshold temperatures [67, 68, 81].

3.2.3 Crossflow membrane filtration setup

The schematic view of the crossflow membrane filtration setup is shown in Figure

3.2. The maximum allowed operating pressure of the setup is 6895 kPa which is pro-

vided by a diaphragm pump (Hydra−Cell) of maximum flow 6.8 LPM. The effective

filtration and flow channel area are 140 cm2 and 1.62 cm2, respectively. In all exper-

iments crossflow rate was set at 1 LPM which gives a 0.1 m/s crossflow velocity and

a laminar Reynolds number of 344. The model BFW was supplied from a 19 L atmo-

spheric pressure tank. A bypass valve and a back pressure regulator (Swagelok) were

used to adjust the feed flow rate and the trans−membrane pressures. The feed tem-

perature was increased to 50 ◦C by a recirculating chiller (Isotemp 3013, Fisher Scien-

tific). A weighing balance (Mettler Toledo EL4001) was used to measure the permeate

flow rate. The conductivity of the feed water was obtained by an Accumet Research
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(AR60) conductivity meter. The pH and conductivity of the permeate were measured

by a Mettler Toledo (SevenMulti S47) pH and conductivity meter. All measurements

were directly collected into a computer using LabVIEW (National Instruments) data

acquisition software [186].

3.2.4 Experimental methodology

Four experiments were conducted using NF90 membrane to find the effect of pH on

water flux, TOC and TDS rejection and deposition of organic and inorganic matter on

the membrane surface (Table 3.4).

Table 3.4: Variation of pH with time in conducted experiments
Experiment time(hr)
1 2 3 4 5 6

Run
1 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5 10.5
2 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5
3 8.5 8.5 8.5 8.5 10.5 10.5
4 10.5 10.5 8.5 8.5 10.5 10.5

Two extra experiments were also conducted similar to run 1 (Table 3.4) using NF270

loose NF and BW30 RO membranes to compare their performances with NF90. Dur-

ing each 6 hr experiment, temperature, feed flow rate and permeate flux were main-

tained at 50 ◦C, 1.6× 10−5 m3/s and 1.8× 10−5 /m2s, respectively. The trans-membrane

pressure was adjusted on 350, 550 and 825 kPa for NF270, NF90 and BW30, respec-

tively, to acquire constant initial permeate flux of 1.8× 10−5 m3/m2s. All membrane

samples were soaked in de−ionized water for 24 hr prior to use. Before each exper-

iment the membranes were compacted with de−ionized water at 1400 kPa until the

permeate flux stabilized.
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3.2.5 Characterization techniques

3.2.5.1 Total organic carbon (TOC) analysis

TOC is the amount of carbon bound in organic compounds present in the water and is

used as an indicator of DOM in the present work. It was measured using a combustion−type

TOC analyzer (Shimadzu, model TOC−V; detection range 325,000 mg/L). Since or-

ganics in the SAGD produced water are mainly water soluble [1], the unfiltered model

BFW was analyzed by the TOC analyzer.

3.2.5.2 Inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES)

Emission spectroscopy using ICP is a rapid, sensitive and convenient method for the

determination of metal ions in aqueous solutions. The concentrations of dissolved

silica and other inorganics presented in Table 3.3 were measured by an ICP−OES in-

strument (Agilent 735 ICP−OES) using EPA method 200.7. In this method the water

sample is nebulized and the resulting aerosol is transported into inductively coupled ar-

gon plasma generated by radio frequency power. The high temperature (6000−10000

K) of the plasma leads to almost complete dissociation of molecules and efficient atom-

ization and ionization in the sample. Emission spectra are produced when the excited

atoms and ions return to lower energy states. The spectra are dispersed by a high reso-

lution echelle polychromator and the intensities of the lines are monitored by a CCD.

In OES, the power of the radiation emitted by a constituent after excitation is directly

proportional to its concentration.

3.2.5.3 Fluorescence excitation emission matrix spectroscopy (FEEMs)

Fluorescence excitation emission matrix (FEEM) spectroscopy has been shown in pre-

vious studies to be a useful tool for the classification of various dissolved organic

fractions in present in SAGD produced water [1]. A wavelength range of 200 to 500
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nm with 5 and 10 nm intervals for excitation and emission wavelengths, respectively

was used in this research. The FEEM of de−ionized water was subtracted from the

FEEM of the samples to remove most of the Raman peaks. The model BFW samples

were diluted using DI water to a TOC level of around 12 mg/L to avoid inner ltration

(quenching) effects on the fluorescence analysis. The pH values of feed and permeate

were similar in all experiments which removes the pH induced effects on fluorescence

for comparing feed and permeate FEEM results. For membrane feed samples adjusted

to pH=8.5, the permeate pH was increased to 10.5 prior to FEEM analysis to find the

effect of pH on FEEM results.

3.2.5.4 Attenuated total reflectance-Fourier transform infrared (ATR-FTIR) spec-

troscopy

ATR−FTIR spectroscopy provides information on the type of functional groups present

to the depths less than 1 µ m. NF90 membranes before and after WLS inlet filtra-

tion were examined using ATR−FTIR microscope (Thermo Nicolet Nexus 670 FTIR,

USA). This instrument is equipped with a mercurycadmiumtellurium (MCT) detector

and has a resolution of 4cm-1. A total of 512 scans were averaged for each spectral

measurement. The internal reflection element was a zinc selenide (ZnSe) ATR plate

with an aperture angle of 45. All membrane samples were scanned over the range of

600 − 4000 cm-1.

3.2.5.5 Field emission scanning electron microscope- energy dispersive X-ray (FESEM-

EDX)

The membranes were sputter coated with a thin film of chromium. Surface images

of the membranes were obtained using JEOL 6301F FESEM. All membranes were

imaged at a magnification of 20,000 times. FESEM provides qualitative information

on the deposition of foulants on the membrane. Semi−quantitative elemental analysis
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was done via a PGT IMIX EDX system with 135 eV resolution.

3.2.5.6 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

XPS is a surface sensitive technique widely used for analyzing elemental composition

(except for H and He). Chemical binding information for the top 1−10 nm of the sur-

face can be provided by XPS. Original and used membranes analyzed using a Kratos

AXIS ULTRA spectrometer equipped with a monochromatic Al Ka X−ray source. In

the present work the source was run at a power of 210 W (14 mA, 15 kV) and a hybrid

lens with a spot size of 700 µm × 400 µm. Survey spectra were collected with a pass

energy of 160 eV, step size of 0.4 eV, and sweep time of 100 s in the range of 01100 eV.

High resolution spectra (collected with pass energy of 20 eV, step size of 0.1 eV, and

sweep time of 200 s) were measured in the appropriate binding energy (BE) ranges as

determined from the survey scan for the Na 1s, Ca 2p, Fe 2p, Si 2p, O 1s, N 1s, C 1s,

S 2p and Cl 2p core lines. The number of scans varied from 10 to 25 to obtain good

signal/noise ratios. High resolution spectra were analyzed with the aid of the CasaXPS

software.

3.3 Results and Discussion

When salt and DOM need to be removed from water, as in the present work, NF and

RO are applied. NF and RO are pressure−driven processes where the transmembrane

pressure must overcome the osmotic pressure of the feed water to force water through

a dense membrane. Generating this pressure requires certain amount of energy which

is directly related to the density of the membrane. Generally, for denser membranes

rejection will be increased but so will the required pressure and thus the energy de-

mand [187]. Hence, the type of the applied membrane for a specific application is

typically identified by a trade−off relationship between energy consumption and prod-

uct quality. Lower energy consumption is always favored and the product quality is
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identified by environmental standards (for water disposal) and technical constraints

(for water recycle and reuse).

In this section, energy requirement and product quality of a tight NF membrane

(NF90), a loose NF membrane (NF270), and a RO membrane (BW30) are compared

to select the winner and conduct further experiments on that. Flux (normalized with

respect to initial flux) and TOC and TDS rejection of these membranes at 50 ◦C and

pH of 10.5 are shown in Figure 3.3. All experiments were conducted at a constant feed

flow rate (1.6×10−5 m3/s) and permeation flux (1.8×10−5 m3/m2s) on a same model

BFW to minimize the effect of feed chemistry and hydrodynamics. As can be ob-

served, flux decline was similar for NF90 and BW30 membranes (∼10%) after 6 hr

run. NF90 and BW30 membranes have almost the same surface properties (rough-

ness, contact angle and zeta potential values [51, 85, 188]) and are expected to show

the same fouling behavior, thus flux decline. A slight improvement in NF270 flux de-

cline is attributed to its very smooth surface and stronger hydrophilic properties than

NF90 and BW30 as indicated by their surface roughness and contact angle values [51].

According to Figure 3.3, NF90 and BW30 rejected more than 98% of DOM which is

the major responsible material for fouling of SAGD equipment [1, 87, 88]. The maxi-

mum TDS rejections obtained by NF90 and BW30 were 96% and 98%, respectively.

NF270 rejected a maximum of 72% of salt and silica and 80% of DOM. Flux and

rejection results demonstrated that the tight NF can produce a very high quality prod-

uct which is comparable with the RO one. Compared with BW30, NF90 was also

found to be less energy intensive, thus associated with lower operating cost. The ap-

plied trans−membrane pressure for NF270, NF90 and BW30 membranes were 350,

550 and 825 kPa, respectively. This shows that NF90 is more energy efficient than

BW30 while providing almost the same water quality. Hence, a single stage NF with

NF90 membrane is suggested for further experimental investigations. In what follows,

permeation properties of NF90 membrane at various pH as well as characterization of
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feed, permeate and fouling deposits on the membrane are presented.

3.3.1 Water flux and TDS and TOC rejections of NF90 membrane

The performance of a membrane process is generally monitored by measuring the per-

meation of the desired material (water) and the removal of unwanted material (salt

and DOM). The rate of water flux decline over time gives an indication of the foul-

ing tendency of the membrane and the fouling potential of the wastewater. Fouling

deteriorates membrane performance by decreasing the water flux and its quality and

ultimately shortens membrane life [95]. Hence, vast efforts have been devoted to re-

duce membrane fouling before operation (e.g. improving membrane properties and

pretreatment of feed water), during operation (e.g. optimization of operating condition

and pulsation techniques) and after operation (physical and chemical cleaning). In the

present work, the effect of pH on water flux recovery and TOC and TDS rejection

during crossflow NF of SAGD produced water was investigated.

3.3.1.1 Continuous operation at fixed pH

Flux and TOC and TDS rejection of the NF membrane at 50◦C and a constant pH

of 10.5 are shown in Figure 3.4. The normalized flux declined due to the combined

fouling of silica, organic matter and divalent ions present in the model BFW (Table

3.3). However, according to the data presented in Table 3.3, the concentration of sil-

ica and divalent ions in the model BFW (∼20 mg/L) is very low as compared to the

concentration of organic matter (500 mg/L). Hence, DOM fouling is expected to be

the dominant fouling mechanism in the present work. A rapid initial flux decline (seen

after the first 6 hr of filtration), followed by a slower flux decrease is evidence of DOM

fouling [121, 160, 164]. This behavior can be explained by considering the mecha-

nism governing organic fouling. Initial adsorption of organic foulants on the mem-

brane surface decreases permeate flux sharply due to DOM gel formation (plugging of
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hot spots), pore blocking and constriction as well as induced hydrophobic properties.

Slower flux decline, in the next fouling stage, is attributed to the compaction and thick-

ening of the fouling layer, which induces an additional resistance as well as a reduction

of permeation drag as permeation flux decreases [161, 164, 165, 167].

A study by Nghiem and Hawkes [144] showed that a sharp flux decline due to

pore blocking and pore constriction would be more severe with membranes having

a larger pore size. For salt rejecting NF and RO membranes, plugging of hot spots

by organic matter has been found to be the key reason for the rapid initial flux decline

[121,147,155–157]. Hot spots are the valleys on the membrane surface with the lowest

thickness and highest water flux. Rapid clogging of valleys results in significant loss of

permeate flux [147]. The membrane used in the present study (NF90), with the average

roughness of 60−70 nm [109, 184, 185] and MWCO of 150−250 Da [103, 110], is

certainly susceptible to valley blocking by particles larger than 60 nm as well as pore

blocking by DOM with molecular weight less than 250 Da. As will be discussed later

in this paper, FESEM images found the presence of particles with 100 nm diameter

on the fouled membrane. Furthermore, our previous study showed that approximately

40% of the organic fraction in the BBD had molecular weight less than 500 Da [1]

which increases the possibility of pore blocking by DOM.

Increasing hydrophobicity of membrane generally leads to more vulnerability to

fouling due to hydrophobic interactions between the membrane surface and the hy-

drophobic foulants [121].The variation of the hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties of a

membrane during filtration depends on the hydrophilic/hydrophobic properties of both

the virgin (unfouled) membrane and the feed water constituents [114, 121]. Violleau

et al. [158] observed that their initially hydrophilic PA membrane became more hy-

drophobic after the sorption of organic foulants. Cho et al. [159] showed that organic

fouling decreased the hydrophobicity of hydrophobic membranes whereas increased

the hydrophobicity of hydrophilic membranes, regardless of type of organic foulants.
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Tu et al. [121] indicated that membranes fouled by humic acid, sodium alginate, col-

loidal silica and CaSO4 all became more hydrophobic than virgin membranes. The in-

duced hydrophobicity was more severe in the more hydrophilic membrane. Yuan and

Zydney [166] observed an increase in the hydrophobicity of hydrophilic polyether-

sulfone membranes (contact angle ∼44◦) fouled by two types of humic acids; more

hydrophobic soil−based Aldrich and less hydrophobic aquatic Suwannee River. They

reported more induced hydrophobicity by a soil−based NOM than an aquatic one. In

this study, the major organic components in the model BFW are hydrophobic acids

(mainly humic type ∼40% [1]) and the active layer of the NF90 membrane is made of

moderately hydrophilic PA (contact angle ∼60◦ [104]). According to the literature, the

specific UV absorbance at 254 nm (SUVA254, defined as the UV absorbance divided

by the concentration of dissolved organic carbon) is a good criterion to classify organic

materials as humic or non−humic type [189, 190]. SUVA254 values greater than 4 L

mg−1m−1, as in the model BFW, indicate the presence of primarily humic type organics

with high aromacity and hydrophobicity [1]. Hence, hydrophobicisation of the NF90

membrane surface after fouling becomes inevitable.

It must be noted that the flux decline observed in Figure 3.4 might be intensified

(10% flux decline within 6 hr) by the interaction between organic matter and salt. Tak-

ing a closer look at Table 3.3, it is found that the ionic strength of the model BFW is

relatively high with a Na+ concentration of 880 ppm. As a general rule, organic foul-

ing becomes more severe as the ionic strength of the feed water increases [92,96,109].

Higher ionic strength leads to a significant reduction of membrane and organic macro-

molecules surface charges due to double layer compression and charge screening. This

causes a decrease in electrostatic repulsion between the membrane surface and DOM.

Therefore, the deposition rate of DOM onto the membrane surface increases, which

results in a thicker deposit layer. Furthermore, organic macromolecules become coiled

due to reduced interchain electrostatic repulsion at high ionic strength, which leads
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to the formation of a closely packed fouling layer. The resulting fouling layer pro-

vides a higher hydraulic resistance to water flow; this leads to a severe permeate flux

decline [92].

Figure 3.4 shows that the NF90 membrane rejected 80% of the TDS during the

initial stage of filtration, which is less than the real rejection of the membrane (90-

95%). TDS rejection increased over time and reached the real rejection value after

6 hr of flow. Lee et al. [191] demonstrated that for the cake enhance concentration

polarization (CECP) governed fouling mechanisms, like colloidal fouling, salt rejec-

tion decreases with time. However, the enhancement of TDS rejection with time in

the present work again confirms the dominance of organic fouling in SAGD produced

water filtration. Plugging of hot spots by organic matter resulted in a decrease in water

flux as demonstrated in the literature [121, 147, 155–157]. TOC rejection was con-

sistently ∼98% during the experiment. This is attributed to the larger size of DOM

compared to the dissolved solids, mainly Na+ and Cl− monovalent ions, in the water.

As a matter of fact, the NF90 membrane was able to reject 98% of the organic mat-

ter at a feed pH of 10.5, regardless of the fouling progress on the membrane surface.

DOM/membrane interaction during the initial stage of filtration and DOM/DOM inter-

action on the fouled membrane had the same effect on the removal of organic matter.

It can be predicted that the portion of DOM which passed through the membrane was

small hydrophilic organic compounds. This hypothesis can be tested by conducting

FEEMs analysis on permeate and feed samples, as will be presented later.

By decreasing the feed pH, water flux and TDS rejection behavior with time changed

significantly. As can be observed in Figure 3.5, water flux decreased to 93% of the ini-

tial flux after 2 hr, then remained constant. TDS and TOC rejections remained constant

for the whole range of experiment at 98%. According to our earlier study, acidifica-

tion of feed water causes precipitation of silica nanoparticles and also coprecipitation

of organic compounds by adsorption on the surface of the silica nanoparticles [171].
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This is due to the decrease in electrostatic repulsion of these foulants after protonation

at lower pH values. Detailed explanation of electrostatic double layer interactions be-

tween the solutes is presented in the next section. Deposition of both silica particles

and organic compounds on the membrane surface results in the formation of a cake

layer with a high resistance to permeate flow, and subsequently low water flux. It must

be noted that the vertical axis in Figure 3.5 is the ratio of water flux to the initial flux.

This dimensionless value is helpful to find the rate of flux decline irrespective to the

exact flux values. Rapid formation of a cake layer on top of the membrane at lower

feed pH switches the membrane−foulant interaction phenomenon to foulant−foulant

interaction in less than 2 hr. Consequently the steady state condition is reached in a

shorter time. The cake filtration increased the TDS rejection from 95% (at pH=10.5

after 6 hr run) to 98% (at pH=8.5) which was constant during the experiment.

Comparing filtration results at pH 8.5 and 10.5, it was found that the lower pH value

led to more stable results (in terms of water flux and rejection). However, coprecipita-

tion of silica and organic matter on the membrane surface at lower pH is predicted to

decrease the permeate water flux. In order to determine the effect of pH on water flux

and flux recovery, fouling behavior was studied in a dynamic pH experiment. As will

be discussed later, an instantaneous change in water flux by a sudden change in feed

water pH helps to understand the key role of pH for SAGD NF treatment.

3.3.1.2 Membrane operation with varying pH

Figures 3.6 and 7 show the effect of a step change in feed pH during constant opera-

tion on flux and rejection. As shown in Figure 3.6, increasing the pH from 8.5 to 10.5

increased the flux by 20%, but decreased the TDS rejection. Figure 3.7 shows that pH

reduction from 10.5 to 8.5 decreased the flux suddenly and increased the TDS rejec-

tion to 98%. Returning the pH back to 10.5 quickly returned the flux and rejection to

previous trend. For all pH values, more than 98% of the organic matter was rejected by
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NF. TOC reduced from 500 ppm to less than 10 ppm in all experiments. Dynamic pH

experiments confirmed that a steadier water flux and higher TDS rejection occurred

at lower pH. However, the overall water flux was higher at higher pH values. Instan-

taneous change of flux and TDS rejection by injecting acid or alkaline into the feed

solution demonstrates the significant role of pH on fouling, especially in presence of

both silica and organic matter. The reason behind this behavior is believed to be the

rapid change in foulant/foulant and foulant/membrane interactions by changing the

pH.

The permeate flux under various pH values is affected not only by the character-

istics of the membrane but also by the properties of the solution. The effect of feed

pH on the size and zeta potential of organic matter has been broadly reported in the

literature [79, 80, 92, 99–101]. These investigations found that no obvious variation

existed in the average size of organic matter under various pH values, however their

surface charges were shown to become more positive with decreasing pH. The higher

negative charge at higher pH values causes the cake layer to become more open due

to the inter−foulant repulsion, and this increases the permeation flux. In the present

work, DOM is the major constituents responsible for fouling. Protonation of DOM

functional groups (mainly carboxylic acid) at lower pH reduces the charge and sub-

sequently electrostatic repulsion of organic matter [79, 80, 92, 99–101]. In addition,

macromolecular conformation of organic matter varies with pH, so that smaller con-

figuration is created at lower pH values [96,97]. This causes the formation of a denser

fouling layer and subsequently, a flux decline.

In addition to inter−particle repulsion, there is also particle−membrane repulsion

due to a larger negative charge on the membrane surface at higher pH [56,175]. Elim-

elech and Childress [56, 160] conducted a comprehensive work on the effect of pH

on zeta potential for thin film PA membranes at NaCl, Na2SO4, CaCl2 solutions of

various concentrations. In all cases, the zeta potential of the membranes became more
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negative as pH increased. PA membranes contain carboxylic (R−COO−) and amine

(R−NH3
+) ionizable functional groups which are responsible for development of sur-

face charge [56, 57].

The inter−particle repulsion as well as particle-membrane repulsion prevent the

particles from depositing, and lead to the reduction of the thickness of cake layer.

These phenomena can explain the higher permeation fluxes observed at higher pH

values [92, 96, 109].

3.3.2 Rejection of organics

FEEMs has been used in prior investigations of SAGD waters to characterize the nature

of the dissolved organics [1]. The FEEM signatures of DOM in the model BFW and

the permeate at two pH values, 8.5 and 10.5, are shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.9. The flu-

orescence response for the feed occurs over a wide range of wavelengths, with a dom-

inant peak at an excitation/emission (Ex/Em) wavelength range of 210−350/325−450

nm. This wide range of wavelengths demonstrates that a wide variety of organic com-

pounds exists in the model BFW. The Ex/Em wavelength ranges for peaks associated

with these organic compounds are presented in Table3.5.

Table 3.5: Fluorescence peak intensities of fluorophores in SAGD BFW (data related
to signature of organic acid fractions was taken from Thakurta et al. [1])

DOM fractions Ex/Em range
Model BFW 200−375/300−500
Hydrophobic acid (HPoA) 310−340/400−500
Hydrophobic neutral (HPoN) 225−250/325−380
Hydrophobic base (HPoB) 260−290/280−320
Hydrophilic acid (HPiA) 320−375/375−500
Hydrophilic neutral (HPiN) 210−225 and 250−275/280−320
Hydrophilic base (HPiB) 210−225/275−310 and 325−400

The fluorescence emission intensity peaks of DOM are generally observed due

to the presence of high aromaticity, hydroxyl, and amine groups in the organic fluo-
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rophores. The fluorescence intensity of any fluorophore can also be reduced by the

interfering effects of other molecules present in a system containing a mixture of flu-

orophores. In the present work, in presence of high concentration of HPoA, HPiA,

HPiB and HPoN, the fluorescence intensity of HPiN and HPoB fractions are quenched

in the feed fluorescence EEM, especially at pH=10.5.

The FEEMs contour maps for the membrane permeates show that some signatures

have been totally removed after NF. As can be seen, the major organic compounds in

the permeate were hydrophilic compounds (HPiN, HPiA and HPiB). Lower molecular

weight hydrophilic DOM could easily pass through the membrane, especially at the

initial stage of filtration (see time 30 min in Figures 3.4 to 3.7 ). It is worth noting that

all the FEEMs were obtained for identical TOC of 9−12 mg/L. Hence, the fluorescence

intensity in the feed compared to the permeate was not a simple concentration effect.

It must be noted that the NF90 membrane rejected 98% of organic matter in the

model BFW; from 500 mg/L to around 10 mg/L. Since hydrophilic matter makes up

almost 45% of model BFW [1], more than 95% of these organic compounds were also

rejected and deposited on the membrane surface. This observation suggests that all

types of organic compounds in the model BFW were responsible for the fouling of the

NF membranes.

3.3.3 Rejection of inorganics

Rejection of inorganic materials from model BFW was measured by ICP−OES analy-

sis and the results are presented in Table 3.6.

Greater than 99% rejection was seen for divalent ions such as Fe2+, Ca2+ and Mg2+.

98% rejection was observed for the dissolved silica. These low levels of inorganic,

scale−forming species in the NF permeate, would greatly reduce the fouling propensity

of the BFW if NF was applied as a polishing step in the conventional SAGD process
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Table 3.6: Inorganic rejection by NF90 membrane obtained by ICP−OES
Elements RDLζ Model BFW NF90 permeate Rejection (%)
Na+(mg/L) 0.5 880 53 94
Cl−(mg/L) 1.0 510 15 97
Mg2+(mg/L) 0.02 0.18 <0.02 > 99
Ca2+(mg/L) 0.03 0.66 <0.03 > 99
Iron, total FE( mg/L) 0.03 0.48 <0.03 > 99
SiO2, Disolved(mg/L) 0.1 21 0.4 98

ζ Reportable Detection Limit

train.

3.3.4 Fouling characterization

Virgin and fouled membranes were analyzed by ATR−FTIR, FESEM−EDX and XPS

to identify the elements deposited on the membrane surface and to quantify the amount

of foulant.

3.3.4.1 ATR-FTIR results

All samples were scanned from 650 to 4000 cm-1. Over the wave number range

20004000 cm-1 little change in the spectra of the base membrane was observed after

filtration. Thus Figure 3.10 gives results only for wave numbers between 650 and 2000

cm-1. This figure indicates that the peak heights associated with the base membrane

are reduced after filtration. The ATR−FTIR spectra contain peaks at 694, 1151, 1487,

1503 and 1584 cm-1 that indicate the presence of the PSf interlayer. Peaks at 1650

and 1541 cm-1 indicate amide I and amide II for the NF90 membrane. NF90 is made

from m−phenylene diamine, a primary amine. Though filtration leads to a decrease in

PA and PSf associated peak heights, no new peaks are detected. The absence of peaks

representing organic foulants is most likely due to the fact that the peaks associated

with PSf and PA are much larger than the small peaks that represent adsorbed organic

species.
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3.3.4.2 FESEM-EDX results

Figure 3.11 shows FESEM images of the NF90 membranes before and after filtration.

After NF, a coating of rejected solutes on the membrane surface was formed. Larger

amounts of foulant were observed when the pH of the feed water was decreased to

8.5, as shown in Figure 3.11c,d. It is hypothesized that decreasing the pH caused

precipitation of silica particles and coprecipitation of organic compounds, which are

adsorbed on the surface of the silica nanoparticles. EDX elemental analysis indicated

the presence of silica and iron in the foulant material for all used membranes. The

sulfur and oxygen peaks in Figure 3.11 are likely related to the NF90 PSf microporous

interlayer as seen in the ATR−FTIR spectra (Figure 3.10). The iron peak became larger

and the sulfur peak became shorter as the pH decreased from 10.5 (Figure 3.11c) to

8.5 (Figure 3.11b). This result shows that more solutes precipitated on the membrane

surface at lower pH. The most interesting result was obtained when the pH of the feed

solution increased from 8.5 to 10.5 during filtration. As can be observed both silica and

iron peaks shortened considerably which indicates re−dissolving of these materials

at higher feed pH. This observation suggests that fouling is partially reversible by

increasing the pH.

Taking a closer look to Figure 3.11, it was found that deposited foulants on the

membrane surface were in three forms: beads, small crystals and large crystals. These

three types of deposited solutes and their relevant EDX analysis are shown in Figure

3.12. According to this figure it can be concluded that silica/iron complexes are present

in all forms and are homogenously distributed on the membrane surface. Needle−like

crystals are believed to be mineral aegirine crystals (a sodium iron silicate complex

has the chemical formula NaFeSi2O6 in which the iron is present as Fe3+). Beads

are assumed to be mainly silica particles capped with organic matter and inorganic

precipitates (mainly metal oxides like Fe2O3). EDX results of beads, small crystals

and large crystals suggest that sulfur and oxygen also exist in the foulant material.
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3.3.4.3 XPS results

XPS spectra for original and used membranes are shown in Figure 3.13. The original

membrane shows peaks corresponding to elements present in the PA thin film: C 1s,

N 1s and O 1s. Filtration of model BFW led to a change in the peak heights for C,

N and O. The C and O peaks increased in height while the peak for N decreased.

Inorganic deposition (Fe, Si, Ca) was also observed on the used membranes. Further

peaks corresponding to Na and O appeared as NaKLL and OKLL, representing Auger

emission.

Table 3.7 gives elemental compositions for the original and used membranes. The

NF90 membrane is a fully aromatic PA composite membrane [192].

Table 3.7: XPS surface elemental analysis (atomic%)

Membrane C O N C:O:N ratio S Na Ca Fe Si Cl
Original 74.25 12.97 11.78 6.30:1.10:1.00 0.36 0.29 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.35
membrane
NF at 70.09 20.36 2.83 24.76:7.19:1.00 1.22 2.13 0.53 1.18 1.96 0.10
pH=8.5
NF at 68.27 18.57 7.76 8.79:2.39:1.00 0.30 1.97 0.49 0.80 1.62 0.22
pH= 10.5
NF at 65.09 23.20 4.26 15.27:5.44:1.00 0.88 1.26 0.51 1.70 1.87 0.13
pH= 8.5-10.5

The theoretical O/N ratio is expected to be 1.0 when the PA layer is fully cross−linked.

Table 3.7 indicates that the applied NF90 membrane in this study has an O/N ratio of

1.1 which is similar to that of a pure PA. A slight excess of oxygen with respect to

the corresponding theoretical ratio for PA indicates a low content of impurities on the

surface of this membrane. The surface of the NF90 membrane contains S, Na and

Cl (<0.5%) in addition to the elements characteristic of the PA. This indicates that

solvents and washing agents were not completely eliminated during the process of

manufacturing the membrane [193].
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Filtration led to a change in the C:O:N ratio. The amount of C increased signif-

icantly, indicating adsorption of organic foulants. Table 3.7 indicates that the great-

est increases in the ratios of C/N and O/N occurred for filtration at pH=8.5. Higher

amounts of inorganic matter were deposited on the membrane surface at pH=8.5.

High resolution XPS spectra give more information about the organic and inorganic

components and bonds on the membrane surface. Based on Figure 3.14, it can be

concluded that:

1. Na on the original membrane is NaCl remained after washing by manufacturer.

However Na added after filtration is possibly related to either remnants of the feed

water that have evaporated and left NaCl behind or Na2O precipitates.

2. Ca, Fe and Si on the membrane surface correspond to oxides of these elements.

3. The position of the BE for SiO2 is 101 eV. This BE is around 103 eV for pure

SiO2. The BE obtained in the present work could be related to a sodium iron silicate

complex, e.g. NaFeSi2O−6 called mineral aegirine.

4. Sulfate on the original membrane is related to sulfuric acid which is usually

used for post−treatment of membranes. Kulkarni et al. [194] indicated that sulfuric

acid may be used to hydrophilize PA thin film composite membranes. By carefully

controlling the hydrophilization conditions, the permeate flux may be increased and

fouling decreased without loss in the rejection behavior of the membrane. Used mem-

branes showed sulfide spectra instead of sulfate which may correspond to metal and

salt sulfides like FeS and Na2S.

The multi−region spectra of C 1s, O 1s, and N 1s for both membranes are shown

in Figure 3.15. According to this figure, all spectra related to membrane chemical

bonds were weakened. Aromatic/aliphatic bonds in the used membrane increased as

compared to the original membrane (Figure 3.15 a, d). This may show the high aro-

macity of the organics in the model BFW. Carboxylic bonds also intensified in used

membranes (Figure 3.15 b, e). A small peak related to Si−OH was observed in O
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1s spectrum. Figures 3.15 c and f show the presence of amino acids in the deposited

matter on the membrane surface.

3.4 Conclusion

Model SAGD BFW was treated with a crossflow NF process. First, a tight NF mem-

brane was selected in preference to a loose NF and a RO membrane based on its su-

perior rejection properties and energy efficiency. Then, experiments were conducted

on this membrane at constant feed temperature (50 ◦C) and two pH values (10.5 and

8.5). The NF membrane rejected up to 98% of salt, DOM and silica, and >99% of

divalent ions. TOC rejection was ∼98% regardless of the pH. At higher pH (10.5),

the initial TDS rejection was about 80% and increased up to 96% after a 6 hr run.

However, at lower pH (8.5), TDS rejection was steady at 98% during the entire ex-

periment. The higher TDS rejection at pH 8.5 was attributed to the formation of a

cake−layer formed from the co−precipitation of silica and organic matter on the mem-

brane. A step−change in pH from 8.5 to 10.5 increased the water flux by almost 20%

immediately. Surface characterization of the fouled membranes using ATR−FTIR,

FESEM−EDX and XPS analyses provided valuable information about the constituents

in the model BFW, which were deposited on the membrane. EDX indicated the pres-

ence of silica and iron in fouling deposits. XPS showed the presence of inorgan-

ics (mainly metal oxides) and organics (having carboxylic and amino acid functional

groups) on the membrane surface. FEEMs showed that hydrophilic compounds made

up the major fraction of the organics that passed through the membrane. This study

shows the feasibility of performing NF at a high pH as a polishing step in the con-

ventional SAGD water treatment process train for the production of a higher−quality

BFW. The results can be interpreted to provide two possible process configurations for

SAGD produced water treatment and BBD recycle. First, the NF process can be seen

as an alternative to the current WLS−WAC process configuration, completely replac-
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ing the conventional treatment process, and providing reliable removal of TDS, silica,

divalent ions and TOC from the produced water. Although more studies are needed to

clearly indicate whether such a process will be economically viable, and what is the

maximum recovery achievable from such a plant, the process seems to be technically

feasible. Second, the BBD and makeup water can be combined and treated through

a separate NF system, yielding a stream containing low silica, TDS, DOM, and di-

valent ions that can be mixed with a conventionally (WLS−WAC) treated BFW. This

prevents the risks associated with mixing the BBD and makeup water with the entire

produced water stream before the WLS in the current conventional process configura-

tion, but rather conditioning the recycle and makeup streams from the produced water

in a segregated manner.
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Figure 3.1: Process flow diagram of a typical SAGD-based in situ bitumen extraction
water treatment plant
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Figure 3.2: Schematic view of crossflow filtration setup
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Figure 3.3: Water flux and rejection for model BFW filtration using loose NF (NF270),
tight NF (NF90) and RO (BW30) membranes at pH=10.5
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Figure 3.4: Water flux and rejection for model BFW filtration using NF90 membrane
at pH=10.5
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Figure 3.5: Water flux and rejection for model BFW filtration using NF90 membrane
at pH=8.5
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Figure 3.6: Water flux and rejection for model BFW filtration using NF90 membrane
at pH=10.5-8.5
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Figure 3.7: Water flux and rejection for model BFW filtration using NF90 membrane
at pH=10.5-8.5-10.5
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Figure 3.8: FEEMs of model BFW at pH=8.5, permeate at pH=8.5 and permeate at
pH increased to 10.5. Excitation at 5 nm intervals from 200 to 500 nm and emission
data collected at an interval of 10 nm. Permeate has the effective TOC of 9 and the
feed was diluted to the TOC of 12 mg/L. The color scale representing the fluorescence
intensity is logarithmic in all parts of the gure with the range varying from 0.1 (blue)
to 500 (red)
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Figure 3.9: FEEMs of model BFW and permeate at pH=8.5. Excitation at 5 nm inter-
vals from 200 to 500 nm and emission data collected at an interval of 10 nm. Permeate
has the effective TOC of 9 and the feed was diluted to the TOC of 12 mg/L. The color
scale representing the fluorescence intensity is logarithmic in all parts of the gure with
the range varying from 0.1 (blue) to 500 (red)
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Figure 3.10: ATR-FTIR spectra of NF90 membrane before and after filtration
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Figure 3.11: FESEM-EDX of (a) original membrane, (b) used membrane at pH=10.5,
(c) used membrane at pH=8.5 and (c) used membrane at pH=8.5 then 10.5
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Figure 3.12: FESEM-EDX of beads, small crystals and large crystals deposited on the
membrane surface fouled at pH=8.5
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Figure 3.13: XPS survey spectra of NF90 membrane before and after filtration
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Figure 3.14: High resolution XPS spectra of NF90 membrane before and after filtration
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Figure 3.15: Detailed XPS deconvoluted C 1s, O 1s and N 1s scans of NF90 membrane
before (a, b, c) and after filtration at pH=8.5 (d, e, f)
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Chapter 4

CONCLUSIONS AND POSSIBLE FUTURE

DIRECTIONS

4.1 Summary and Conclusions

In the first part of this thesis six types of polymeric thin film composite membranes

including three NF membranes (NF270, NF290, and ESNA), two RO membranes

(BW30 and ESPA) and one UF membrane were tested to remove DOM and TDS from

SAGD WLS inlet water provided from a SAGD water treatment plant in Athabasca

oil sands region of Alberta, Canada. Temperature of the feed was maintained at 50◦C

to have as much similar condition as real industrial produced water. The pressure for

each membrane was set appropriately to get a constant initial permeation flux of 20

GFD. Constant initial permeation flux allowed us to rationalize different fouling be-

haviour of membranes by their different morphological and surface (hydrophilicity,

roughness and zeta potential). The water flux of 20 GFD was reached at 30, 40, 80,

80, 120 and 120 psig trans-membrane pressure for UF, NF270, ESNA, NF90, ESPA

and BW30 membranes. Performance of the membranes was invesitgated by measur-

ing water permeation flux and TOC and TDS rejections, In order to further analyze the

type of organic and inorganic materials in the permeate water, FEEMs and ICP-OES

analyses were conducted. In addition, qualitative and quantitative analyses of fouling



layer deposited on the surface of each membrane was performed by A FESEM-EDX.

Experiments for NF270, ESNA and ESPA were conducted at constant pH of the raw

feed (pH=9), and pH for UF-TF, NF90 and BW30 was dynamic (9-7-10) to observe

how water flux recovery and TDS and TOC rejections are affected by pH.

It was found that NF270 had a lower initial flux decline than ESPA and ESNA that

was attributed to its smoother, more hydrophilic and more negatively charged surface

in comparison with the two other membranes. These surface properties led to less

fouling of membranes mainly by organic matter. Although ESNA membrane’s surface

was less negatively charged than ESPA, its initial flux decline was less than ESPA

membrane which was attributed to its smoother surface.

TOC rejection for NF270, ESPA and ESNA increased by time which was justified

by the hydrophobic interaction between organic material and the cake layer after foul-

ing. The increase in TOC rejection was higher for NF270 due to its more originally

hydrophilic surface. Unlike TOC, TDS rejection did not change too significantly for

ESPA and ESNA, but decreased for NF270 because of cake enhanced concentration

polarization. A slight increase in TDS rejection that happened for ESPA and ESNA

confirmed that organic material in WLS inlet water were the major responsible ma-

terial for fouling, since organic materials plugged membranes’ hot spots and slowed

down the transportation of salt.

For the pH varying experiments on UF, NF90 and BW30, pH of the feed which

was 9 for raw feed decreased to 7 after 120 min , then increased to 10 at t=240 min.

By decreasing pH from 9 to 7, flux decreased sharply for all three membranes. The

reduction was more severe for salt rejecting NF90 and BW30 membranes. According

to the FESEM images fouled material on the NF and RO membranes re-dissolved

by increasing pH which resulted in flux recovery. The most significant flux recovery

belonged to BW30 membrane which is denser, and the flux became even higher than

the initial flux.
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Increasing pH increased flux by two mechanisms: first by redissolving the fouled

organic matter and second by changing the surface zeta potential of foulants and mak-

ing them more negatively charged. The second one enhances membrane/foulant and

foulant/floulant electrostatic repulsion, thus decrease fouling. Although TDS rejection

increased with decreasing pH from 9 to 7 for NF90 and BW30 membranes due to for-

mation of a compact cake-layer, it decreased for UF membrane which was irreversible

by increasing pH. Decreasing pH increased TOC rejection for UF membrane because

of pore constriction, but it slightly decreased TOC rejection for salt rejecting NF90

and BW30 by passage of small MWCO hydrophilic DOM.

According to the FEEMs results both hydrophobic and hydrophilic organic matter

passed through NF270 and UF membranes, while for RO and NF90 almost all of

the hydrophobic DOM deposited on the surface of the membranes. By deposition of

hydrophobic DOM on the RO and NF90 membranes’ surface, fouling became more

severe at the initial stage of filtration because of hydrophobic interaction of organic

matter with the cake-layer.

ICP-OES result showed that almost all divalent ions and iron were removed by

NF90 and BW30, however they allowed 4% of silica to pass through. Salt rejecting

NF90 and BW30 membranes also removed 93% and 97% of sodium and chloride

respectively. 30%, 20% and 75% of Silica, sodium and calcium were removed by

UF membrane respectively. According to the result, UF membrane is not capable of

removing inogranic material, so it is not a good choice to filter WLS inlet water.

By considering the trade-Off relationship between energy consumption and product

quality, the suitable membrane for WLS inlet water treatment was found to be NF90.

It is worth nothing that although the applied pressure for NF270 membrane was only

10 psig more than that for UF, its TOC and TDS rejection were 20% and 40% more

than UF. It mans that when a very high water quality is not needed for recycling to

boilers NF270 is an outstanding candidate.
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Flux decline was almost the same for NF90 and BW30 due to their similar surface

properties. NF90 produced a high quality water close to the quality of RO (BW30) wa-

ter by applying lower pressure (550 vs 825 KPa) which means less energy consump-

tion. Since NF90 showed a better perforance in comparison with other membranes for

treatment of WLS inlet water, it was selected for further studies in the second part of

this thesis. A more detailed study was conducted on treatment of a model BFW which

was prepared by diluting SAGD BBD water provided by a SAGD plant in northern Al-

berta. Four experiments were conducted by maintaining temperature, feed flow rate,

and initial permeation flux at 50◦C, 1.6×10−5m3/s and 1.8×10−5m3/m2s and two pH

values (8.5 and 10.5).

Since in BFW concentration of DOM (mostly hydrophobic acids) is much higher

than silica and divalent ions (500mg/L vs ∼ 20 mg/L), the dominant fouling mech-

anism was expected to be DOM fouling. The sharp decline in flux at the beginning

occured because of gel formation, pore blocking, and induced hydrophobic properties.

Flux decline slowed down as filtration progressed due to the formation of more com-

pact and thicker fouling layer which increased membrane resistance and consequently

decreased permeation drag. High concentration of ions also intensified fouling by

reducing charge of the membrane and macromolecules surface through double layer

compression and charge screening that decreasesed electrostatic repulsion between

membrane and DOM.

During the tests at constant pH 10.5, TOC rejection remained almost constant at

about 98% , while TDS rejection increased from 80% to 95% within 6 hours run. This

proved that the fouling of NF90 membrane was governed by plugging of hot spots by

organic matter instead of cake enhance concentration polarization. Consistent TOC

rejection at 98% attributed to the larger size of DOM compared to the dissolved solids

in the water. In fact, NF90 rejected 98% of the DOM at a feed pH of 10.5, regardless

of the fouling progress. At pH 8.5, permeation flux decreased about 7% at the first
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two hours and then remained constant. TOC and TDS rejections remained constant at

98% for the whole experiment time. TDS rejection increased by decreasing pH to 8.5

because of co-precipitation of silica and organic matter on the surface of membrane and

cake filtration. Increasing pH from 8.5 to 10.5 during the third experiment, improved

water flux about 20% instantly. In experiment 4, first decreasing the pH from 10.5

to 8.5 decreased the water flux, then returning the pH back to 10.5 quickly returned

the flux and rejection to previous trend. This behavior was attributed the rapid change

in foulant/foulant and foulant/membrane interactions by changing the pH. The TDS

rejection behavior was exactly opposite to water flux. It was increased by decreasing

the pH but desecrated by increasing the pH, however the response to pH was very

fast like water flux. Instantaneous change of flux and TDS rejection by injecting acid

or alkaline into the feed water demonstrated the outstanding role of pH on fouling,

especially in presence of both silica and organic matter.

EDX analysis of the fouling material on the surface of the membrane demonstrated

that fouling layer contained silica and iron. According to XPS result inorganic mate-

rial (mostly metal oxides) and organics (with carboxylic and amino acid as functional

groups) were found in the deposited layer on the surface of membrane. FEEMs result

showed that most of the materials that passed through the membrane were hydrophilic

macromolecules. This study showed that NF90 has a high potential to be used as

polishing step in SAGD produced water treatment to increase the quality of BFW.

The results of both studies can be interpreted to provide three possible ways to

use NF90 membrane in SAGD produced water treatmen. Firstly membrane process

can be used as a complete alternative for WLS-WAC process to remove TOC, TDS,

divalent ions and silica. Secondly NF process can be used to purify the combination

of BBD and make up water to decrease silica, DOM, TDS and divalent ions. The

product can be get mixed with the product of conventional treating methods. Thirdly,

membrane process can be used for purification of the output of current water treatment
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processes which is the input of boiler (BFW). This helps to reduce fouling of steam

generator’s pipes and shut-down frequency of SAGD plant. Meanwhile, the conven-

tional processes reduce the amount of silica and divalent ions to an acceptable range

for membrane treatment. Applying conventional processes as pre-treatment prevents

scaling of membranes and consequently increases the life time of membranes.

4.2 Possible Future Directions

In order to use NF and RO for treatment of certain waste water the fouling poten-

tial of that water must be measured first. Accommodating very harsh water into the

membrane process may reduce the lifetime of membrane and is not practical in real

application. A common way of finding the wastewater fouling potential is to measure

its silt density index (SDI). The SDI is evaluated by measuring the rate of plugging

of a 0.45 µm membrane at a constant trans-membrane pressure of 206.8 kPa (30 psi).

The SDI provides the average water flux decline (%) per minute through the filter over

a period of time such as 15 minutes. Typically, the SDI must be less than 5 to be

suitable for a RO system. Hence, the future direction for this study could be providing

more practical process and material suggestions for industry to use membranes. The

following themes could be focused:

1. Selecting three major streams of SAGD produced water treatment plant, namely

BBD, WLS inlet and BFW and measuring their SDI.

2. Performing a single stage NF or RO process for the waters having SDI less

than 5 and suggesting the best membrane considering both product quality and energy

efficiency.

3. For SDI >5 add make-up water to reduce it to less than 5 and find the volume

of fresh water needed for membrane treatment. Use three SDI values 2, 3 and 5 (by

adding various amount of fresh water) and find the fouling behaviour of membranes

and suggest the best feed properties which may lead to a longer operation and less cost.
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4. For SDI >5, conduct pre-treatment techniques like oxidation, adsorption and

loose UF and MF membranes to reduce their SDI to the acceptable range and suggest

the best hybrid process.

5. Using novel membrane process like forward osmosis (FO) for water treatment.

The objective is to reduce energy consumption (FO is operated without applying pres-

sure) and fouling of membranes by using FO process.

6. Performing simulation with common software (e.g. ROSA from Filmtec) and

suggest the best process configuration (single or double stages) to have the maximum

recovery (<80%) of water by using the selected membrane in previous stages.
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